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2019-20 NBA Playbook

Atlanta Hawks

3 Baseline out of Bounds

3 Baseline out of Bounds

35 Double
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Atlanta Hawks

AI Elbow Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Blind Pig
End of Game
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Atlanta Hawks

Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Atlanta Hawks
Delay - Chicago - Split Exit
After Time Out
Delay - Chicago - Split Exit
After Time Out
Delay - Chicago - Split Ricky
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Atlanta Hawks

Double Drag - Angle
Half Court Sets

Double Drag - Pop
Half Court Sets

Double Drag - Pop
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Drag
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Angle
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Elbow - Angle Roll
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Chicago
After Time Out

Elbow - Chicago
After Time Out
Elbow - Get
Baseline out of Bounds

Elbow - Get
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Elbow - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Quick
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Quick
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Fist Knicks
After Time Out

1 attacks off PNR from 4 who slips and pops to the top of the key.
1 passes to 4.

Fist Knicks
After Time Out

DHO for 2 who passes right back to 1.

Fist Knicks
After Time Out

5 steps up into a ballscreen for 1.
2 receives flare screen from 4 as a secondary option.
Flip - Angle
After Time Out
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Atlanta Hawks

Hawks (Inbounder Naked)
Sideline out of Bounds

Horns
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Horns - Rub
Half Court Sets

Horns - Rub
Half Court Sets

Horns - Rub - STS
Half Court Sets

Horns - Rub - STS
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Horns - Twist
Half Court Sets

Horns - Twist
Half Court Sets

Horns - Twist PG ISO
After Time Out

Horns - Twist PG ISO
After Time Out
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Atlanta Hawks

Miami - Double Drag After Time Out

Miami - Double Drag After Time Out

Miami - Double Drag After Time Out
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Atlanta Hawks

Stack - Exit
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Stack - Exit - Elbow
After Time Out

Stack - Exit - Elbow
After Time Out

Stack - Exit - Elbow
After Time Out
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Atlanta Hawks

Stack - Exit - Get
Half Court Sets

Stack - Exit - Miami
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Strong - Boston - Exit
Half Court Sets

Strong - Flip Angle
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Swing - Chase
Half Court Sets

Swing - Cut
Half Court Sets
Swing - Get Weakside Flare
After Time Out

Swing - Get Weakside Flare
After Time Out

Swing - Wide
Half Court Sets

Swing - Wide
Half Court Sets
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Atlanta Hawks

Triple Ballscreen
After Time Out

Wide - 2 Chase
After Time Out

Wide - 2 Chase
After Time Out
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Atlanta Hawks

Wide - Curl - Chase
5 Out

Wide - Curl - Chase
5 Out

Wide - Curl - Chase
5 Out
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Atlanta Hawks

Wide - Curl - Exit
5 Out

Wide - Curl - Exit
5 Out

Wide - Curl - Exit
5 Out
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Atlanta Hawks

Zipper - Pick & Roll
Sideline out of Bounds

Zipper - Pick & Roll
Sideline out of Bounds
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Boston Celtics

1-4 Pop
Half Court Sets
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Boston Celtics

21 - Lob
After Time Out

21 - Lob
After Time Out

21 - Nash
After Time Out

21 - Nash
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

21 - Novak
After Time Out

21 - Novak
After Time Out

21 - Novak
After Time Out

pg. 54
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Boston Celtics

21 - vs Switching
After Time Out

21 - vs Switching
After Time Out

45
Half Court Sets

4 & 5 set a double high flat ballscreen for 1.
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Boston Celtics

5 - Backdoor
Half Court Sets

5 - Chicago
Half Court Sets

5 - Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Boston Celtics

Half Court Sets

5 - Flare

5 Out

5 - Gut

5 Out
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Boston Celtics

5 - Gut Backdoor
5 Out

5 - Gut Backdoor
5 Out
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Boston Celtics

5 - Gut Chase
5 Out

5 - Gut Chase
5 Out

5 - Gut Chase
5 Out
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Boston Celtics

5 - Pin Away
Half Court Sets

5 - Pin Away
Half Court Sets

5 - Rip
Half Court Sets

5 - Rip
Half Court Sets
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Boston Celtics

5 - Rip DHO
Half Court Sets

5 - Rip DHO
Half Court Sets

5 - Scissor
Half Court Sets

5 - Scissor
Half Court Sets
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Boston Celtics

AI - Duck
After Time Out

BOB - Backdoor
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Backdoor
Baseline out of Bounds
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Boston Celtics

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds
After Time Out - BOB - Flex

Baseline out of Bounds - BOB - Gut

Baseline out of Bounds - BOB - Gut
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Boston Celtics

BOB - Gut Seal
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Gut Slip
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Boston Celtics

Box & 1 - Bling Pig
Box & 1 Specials

Box & 1 - Bling Pig
Box & 1 Specials

Box & 1 - Horns
Box & 1 Specials
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Boston Celtics

Box & 1 - Pin Middle
Box & 1 Specials

Carolina - Leak
After Time Out

Carolina - Leak
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Boston Celtics

Chin
Half Court Sets

Chin
Half Court Sets
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Boston Celtics

Delay - Chicago Spain
After Time Out

Delay - Chicago Spain
After Time Out
Delay - Chicago STS
After Time Out

Delay - Chicago STS
After Time Out

Delay - Chicago STS
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

Delay - Kansas Ricky
After Time Out

Delay - Kansas Ricky
After Time Out

Delay - Kansas Ricky
After Time Out
Double Drag - Again
After Time Out

Double Fist (11 Call)
After Time Out
Double Fist - Flare
After Time Out

Double Fist - Side (11 Side Call)
Half Court Sets
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Boston Celtics

Elbow Half Court Sets

Elbow Half Court Sets
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Boston Celtics

Elbow Tatum - Strong ISO
After Time Out

Elbow Tatum - Strong ISO
After Time Out

Elbow Tatum - Strong ISO
After Time Out
End of Game - Get It In
End of Game

EOG - BOB
End of Game

EOG - BOB
End of Game
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Boston Celtics

EOG - Diamond Low Curl
End of Game

EOG - Diamond Winner
End of Game

EOG - Diamond Winner
End of Game
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Boston Celtics

Floppy - Runner
Half Court Sets

Floppy - Runner
Half Court Sets

Full Court - No Timeout
End of Game
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Boston Celtics

Ghost
Half Court Sets

Ghost
End of Game

Ghost
End of Game
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Boston Celtics

Hook - Thunder
After Time Out

Hook - Thunder
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

Horns - Chin STS
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Boston Celtics

Horns - Duck
After Time Out

Horns - Exchange
After Time Out

Horns - Exchange
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Boston Celtics

Horns - Exchange Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Exchange Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Exchange Pin
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Boston Celtics

Horns - Split
After Time Out

Horns - Twist
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Boston Celtics

Miami - Short
After Time Out

Motion - Delay STS
Half Court Sets

pg. 105
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Boston Celtics

Motion - Entry
Half Court Sets

Motion - Entry
Half Court Sets

Motion - Top Chicago
Half Court Sets

Motion - Top Chicago
Half Court Sets
Option 1: Basket Curl
Baseline out of Bounds

Option 2: Reject Cut
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 3: Guard Off After Curl/Reject
Baseline out of Bounds

Option 4: Guard Off Double
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 5: Dummy Corner
Baseline out of Bounds

Option 6: 5 Pop
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 7: Spread Ballscreen
Baseline out of Bounds

Option 8: Big Slips
Baseline out of Bounds
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Boston Celtics

Pin - Cross
After Time Out

Pistol - Down
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

Push - Side
Half Court Sets

Ram - 2 Chase
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Boston Celtics

Ram - 2 Chase Back
After Time Out

Ram - 2 Chase Back
After Time Out

Ram - 2 Chase Back
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Boston Celtics

Ram - 2 Chase Flare
After Time Out

Ram - 2 Chase Flare
After Time Out

Ram - 35 Dribble
Half Court Sets

Ram - 35 Dribble
Half Court Sets
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Boston Celtics

Ram - 35 Rip
Half Court Sets

Ram - 4
Half Court Sets
Ram - Guard Get
Half Court Sets

Ram - Short
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

SOB - Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds
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Boston Celtics

SOB - Chicago - Vandy
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chicago - Vandy
Sideline out of Bounds
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Boston Celtics

SOB - Spiin Lob
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS
Sideline out of Bounds
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Boston Celtics

SOB - Zipper - ISO
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Zipper Clear Step
Sideline out of Bounds

pg. 132
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Boston Celtics

Strong - Keep Gap
After Time Out

Strong - Keep Gap
After Time Out

Strong - Keep Ghost
After Time Out

Strong - Keep Ghost
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

Strong - Lob
After Time Out
Wedge - Punch
After Time Out

Wide - 2 Chase
After Time Out

Wide - 2 Chase
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

Wide - Dribble Keep Gap
After Time Out

Wide - Dribble Keep Gap
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

Wide - Keep Slip
After Time Out

Wide - Keep Slip
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

Zipper - Horns Elbow Get
After Time Out

Zipper - Horns Elbow Get
After Time Out

Zipper - Punch Down
After Time Out

Zipper - Punch Down
After Time Out
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Boston Celtics

Zone - Flash Set
Zone Quick Hitters
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Brooklyn Nets

12 - Pop - Pistol
After Time Out

12 - Pop - Pistol
After Time Out

12 - Pop - Pistol
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

12 Get
Half Court Sets

12 Get
End of Game
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Brooklyn Nets

2 Chase - Spain
After Time Out

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets
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Brooklyn Nets

21 - Chase vs ICE
Half Court Sets

21 - Dribble
Half Court Sets
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Brooklyn Nets

21 - Keep
Half Court Sets

21 - Keep
Half Court Sets

21 - Nash
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

21 - Push
After Time Out

21 - Push
After Time Out

21 - Push - Up
After Time Out

21 - Push - Up
After Time Out
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4 - Dive
Half Court Sets

AI - 12 Get - Exit
After Time Out

AI - 12 Get - Exit
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

AI - Out
After Time Out

AI - Out
After Time Out

AI - Pistol - Back
After Time Out

AI - Pistol - Back
After Time Out
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Delay - Swing - Chicago
After Time Out

Delay - Turn - Chicago
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Delay - Weave
After Time Out

Delay - Weave
After Time Out

Delay - Weave
After Time Out
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Double Hammer
After Time Out

Double Hammer
After Time Out
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End of Game
Down 4

All Guards
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Brooklyn Nets

Elbow - Chicago Flare
After Time Out

Elbow - Chicago Flare
After Time Out

Elbow - Get
After Time Out

Elbow - Get
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Elbow - Scissor
After Time Out

Elbow - Scissor
After Time Out
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Elbow - Whip
After Time Out

Elbow - Whip
After Time Out
Small Lineup. Dudley at 5, 4 guards.
First Rip
Baseline out of Bounds

Fist - Chicago
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Fist - Indiana
After Time Out

Fist - Kansas
After Time Out

Fist - Kansas
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Fist - Knicks
After Time Out

Fist - Knicks
After Time Out

pg. 174
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Brooklyn Nets

Fist - Knicks - ISO
After Time Out

Fist - Knicks - ISO
After Time Out

Fist - Knicks - ISO
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Fist - Knicks - Spain Empty
After Time Out

Fist - Knicks - Spain Empty
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Fist Up Split - Knicks
After Time Out

Fist Up Split - Knicks
After Time Out

Fist Up Split - Knicks
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Flare - Slip
Half Court Sets

Get It In vs Switching
End of Game

Get It In vs Switching
End of Game
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Brooklyn Nets

Horns - 1 Flare
After Time Out

Horns - 25
Horns

Horns - 25
Horns
Horns - 25
After Time Out

Horns - Dive
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Horns - Dive Veer
After Time Out

Horns - LA
After Time Out
Horns - Leak Flare
Half Court Sets

Horns - Miami - Flare
After Time Out

Horns - Miami - Flare
After Time Out
After Time Out

1. Horns - Nash
2. Horns - Nash
3. Horns - Rip DHO
4. Horns - Rip DHO

pg. 185
Horns - Twist
After Time Out

Horns - Twist
After Time Out

Horns - Wing Duck
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Need 3 - STS
End of Game

One
Half Court Sets

pg. 189
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Brooklyn Nets

Option
Baseline out of Bounds

Option
Baseline out of Bounds

Option
Baseline out of Bounds
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Brooklyn Nets

Ram - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets

Ram - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Brooklyn Nets

SOB - Backdoor
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Backdoor
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Carolina Leak
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Keep
After Time Out

SOB - Loop
Sideline out of Bounds

pg. 203
SOB - Spread
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS
Sideline out of Bounds
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Brooklyn Nets

SOB - STS - Option
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS - Option
Sideline out of Bounds
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Brooklyn Nets

SOB - STS - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds
Spain
After Time Out

Spain - Empty
Half Court Sets
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Strong - Elbow - Flare
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Strong - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets

Strong - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets

Strong - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets

Strong - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Brooklyn Nets

Strong - Elbow Hand Off
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Brooklyn Nets

After Time Out
Strong - Swing Get

After Time Out
Strong - Swing Get

After Time Out
Strong - Swing Get
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Brooklyn Nets

Swing Empty
After Time Out

Swing Empty
After Time Out

Swing Empty
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Thru - STS
Half Court Sets

Thumb Up
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Thumb Up - Back
After Time Out

Thumb Up - Back
After Time Out

Thumb Up - Back
After Time Out
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UCLA - Punch
Half Court Sets

Wide - 2 Chase
Half Court Sets
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Brooklyn Nets

Wide Single
5 Out

Wide Single
5 Out
Zipper - Al Out - Miami
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Zipper - Al Rip
After Time Out

Zipper - Al Rip
After Time Out

Zipper - Al Rip
After Time Out
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Brooklyn Nets

Zipper - Chase - Dive
After Time Out

Zipper - ISO
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Chase - Dive
After Time Out

Zipper - ISO
Half Court Sets
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Brooklyn Nets

Zipper - Spain - Empty
After Time Out

Zipper - Spain - Empty
After Time Out
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Charlotte Hornets

14 Get
Half Court Sets

14 Pop
Half Court Sets
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Charlotte Hornets

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets

21 - Nash
Half Court Sets
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Charlotte Hornets

45 - Ballscreen
Half Court Sets

55 - Ballscreen
Half Court Sets
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Charlotte Hornets

Curl - Virginia
Baseline out of Bounds

Curl - Virginia
Baseline out of Bounds

Cut Action
Half Court Sets
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Charlotte Hornets

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Flare
Half Court Sets

Delay - Flare
Half Court Sets
Delay - Flare Slip
Half Court Sets

Delay - Hand Back
Half Court Sets
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Charlotte Hornets

Delay - Keep Gap
Half Court Sets

Delay - Keep Gap
Half Court Sets
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Charlotte Hornets

Delay - Swing - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Swing - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Double - Dive
Baseline out of Bounds
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Charlotte Hornets

Double - Dive Invert
Baseline out of Bounds

Double - Dive Invert
Baseline out of Bounds

Double - Dive Ricky
Baseline out of Bounds

Double - Dive Ricky
Baseline out of Bounds
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Charlotte Hornets

Elbow Get
Baseline out of Bounds

Elbow Get
Baseline out of Bounds
Charlotte Hornets

Euro Half Court Sets

Half Court Sets

Euro

Half Court Sets

pg. 251
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Charlotte Hornets

Fist - Pop Snap
Half Court Sets

Fist - Pop Snap
Half Court Sets

Flex
Baseline out of Bounds

Flex
Baseline out of Bounds
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Charlotte Hornets

Miami - 55 - Pop
Half Court Sets

Miami - 55 - Pop
Half Court Sets

Miami - 55 - Pop
Half Court Sets

pg. 264
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Charlotte Hornets

SOB - Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Zipper Pin
Sideline out of Bounds

STS
Half Court Sets

STS
Half Court Sets
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Charlotte Hornets

Wide
Half Court Sets

Wide - Curl
Half Court Sets
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Wide - Curl - Hook
Half Court Sets

Wide - Curl - Hook
Half Court Sets

Wide - Reject
Half Court Sets
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Chicago Bulls

21 After Time Out

21 - Hammer
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Chicago Bulls

Chin - Ram
After Time Out

Cross - Get
After Time Out
Double Rip
After Time Out

Downhill - Hand Off
After Time Out

2019-20 NBA Playbook
Chicago Bulls
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Chicago Bulls

Elbow - Flare
After Time Out

Elbow - Flare
After Time Out

Elbow - Get
After Time Out
Elbow - Hand Off
After Time Out
Flip - Angle
After Time Out

Hand Off - Strong
After Time Out
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Chicago Bulls

Horns - Dive
After Time Out

Horns - Empty Flare
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Chicago Bulls

Horns - Flare
After Time Out

Horns - Flip - Strong
After Time Out

Horns - Flip - Strong
After Time Out
Horns - Wide - Flare Slip
After Time Out

Horns - Wide - Flare Slip
After Time Out

Horns Dive Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Horns Dive Hand Off
Half Court Sets
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Chicago Bulls

Horns Dive Hand Off Strong
Half Court Sets

Horns Dive Hand Off Strong
Half Court Sets

Horns Dive Hand Off Strong
Half Court Sets
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Chicago Bulls

**Need A 2**
End of Game

**Oklahoma - Small**
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Chicago Bulls

One Down - Logo
After Time Out

Pistol 5 - Strong
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Chicago Bulls

Pop - Swing
After Time Out

Push - Elbow Keep
After Time Out
After Time Out

Ram 12 ISO

After Time Out

1 2 3 4 5

Fake Hand Off

1 2 3 4 5

Ram Double Rip

After Time Out

Ram Double Rip

After Time Out

1 2 3 4 5

4 screens down for 3 (Jimmy Butler) who comes up and sets a PNR for 1. 1 dribbles off it and kicks to 2.

Forcing 3 man to at least show/freeze on help from the PNR, 5 & 4 set a backscreen for a lob for 3.
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Chicago Bulls

Ram Split After Time Out

San Antonio Half Court Sets
Scissor - Floppy
After Time Out

Scissor - Floppy
After Time Out

Player 1
Player 2
Player 3
Player 4
Player 5
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Chicago Bulls

Shuffle
After Time Out

Shuffle
After Time Out

Shuffle
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Chicago Bulls

Spain
After Time Out
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Chicago Bulls

Strong - Elbow Chicago
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Chicago Bulls

Strong - Thunder
After Time Out

Strong - Thunder
After Time Out

Strong - Thunder
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Chicago Bulls

UCLA One Down
Half Court Sets

Weak
After Time Out

UCLA One Down
Half Court Sets

Weak
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Chicago Bulls

Weak - Miami
After Time Out

Weak - Miami
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Chicago Bulls

Weak - Ram
After Time Out

1 2 3 4 5

Weak - Ram
After Time Out

1 2 3 4 5

Weak - Ram
After Time Out

1 2 3 4 5

pg. 315
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Chicago Bulls

Zipper - Thunder Backdoor
After Time Out

Zipper - Thunder Backdoor
After Time Out

Zipper - Thunder Backdoor
After Time Out
21 (Basic)  
Half Court Sets  
2 sets ballscreen for 1 who looks to attack.

4 sets flare screen for 2.

4 continues and sets a wing ballscreen for 1.

21 (Flare)  
Half Court Sets  
1 passes to 2 on the wing and then follows pass for a hand off.

After the hand off, 2 cuts off a flare screen from 5.

4 pins for 3 opposite.
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Dallas Mavericks

21 Chase
Half Court Sets

21 Chase
Half Court Sets

21 - vs Switch
Half Court Sets

21 - vs Switch
Half Court Sets
45 Ballscreen
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

AI - Exchange
Half Court Sets

AI - Exchange
Half Court Sets

AI - Exchange
Half Court Sets

pg. 323
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Dallas Mavericks

AI - Shake
After Time Out

AI - Shake
After Time Out

AI Chicago
Half Court Sets

AI Chicago
Half Court Sets
Dallas Mavericks

BOB - Curl Out
After Time Out

BOB - Curl Out Thunder
After Time Out
Dallas Mavericks

BOB - Hand Off
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Hand Off
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Reverse Double
After Time Out

BOB - Reverse Double
After Time Out
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Dallas Mavericks

Box - Double Rip
After Time Out

Chin - Fade 5
Half Court Sets
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Dallas Mavericks

Chin - Punch Flare
After Time Out

Chin - Punch Flare
After Time Out

Chin - Shake
After Time Out

Chin - Shake
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Dallas Mavericks

COB - Loop
After Time Out

COB - Loop
After Time Out

COB - Loop
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Dallas Mavericks

Cross - Decoy
After Time Out

Crossover move with decoy action.
Double Fist
Half Court Sets

Elbow - ISO
After Time Out

Elbow - ISO
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Elbow Duck
Half Court Sets

Elbow Duck
Half Court Sets

Fist - Indiana
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Flex
Half Court Sets

Flex
Half Court Sets

Flex
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Flex - Thunder
After Time Out

Flip
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Dallas Mavericks

Hand Off - STS - Floppy
After Time Out

Hand Off - STS - Floppy
After Time Out

Hand Off - STS - Floppy
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Horns - Clear
After Time Out

Horns - Clear
After Time Out

Horns - Flare
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Dallas Mavericks

Horns - Flex
After Time Out

Horns - Flex
After Time Out

Horns - Flex
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Horns - Flex Rip
After Time Out

Horns - Flex Rip
After Time Out

Horns - Flex Rip
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Horns - Flip - Exit
After Time Out

Horns - Flip - Exit
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Horns - Flip - Flare
After Time Out

Horns - Out 2 Man
After Time Out
Horns - Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Twist
Horns

Horns - Twist
Horns
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Dallas Mavericks

Horns Wing Duck
Half Court Sets

Pin - Cross
After Time Out

Pin - Cross
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Punch - Decoy
After Time Out

After Time Out

Punch - Rip STS
After Time Out

After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

SOB - EOG Strong
After Time Out

SOB - EOG Strong
After Time Out

SOB - EOG Strong
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

SOB - STS
After Time Out

SOB - STS
After Time Out

Spain
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Strong
After Time Out

Half Court Sets

pg. 364
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Dallas Mavericks

Strong - Boston - Flip - Step
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Strong - Boston - Hand Back
Half Court Sets

![Diagram 1]

![Diagram 2]

Strong - Boston - Hand Back
Half Court Sets

![Diagram 3]
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Dallas Mavericks

Tight Flip
After Time Out

Tight Flip
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Tight Flip - Back
After Time Out

Tight Flip - Back
After Time Out

Tight Flip - Back
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

UCLA - STS
After Time Out

UCLA - STS
After Time Out

UCLA - Stunt Pin
After Time Out

UCLA - Stunt Pin
After Time Out
UCLA - Stunt Shake
After Time Out

UCLA - Stunt Shake
After Time Out

UCLA - Stunt Shake
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

After Time Out

Up

After Time Out

Up

After Time Out

pg. 373
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Dallas Mavericks

Wide - 5 Keep
5 Out

Wide - 5 Keep
5 Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Wide - Chase
5 Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Dallas Mavericks

Wide - Dribble
Half Court Sets

Wing Dive Punch
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Zipper - Double Rip
After Time Out

Zipper - Elbow Get
After Time Out
Zipper - Pin Thunder
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Dallas Mavericks

Zipper - STS
After Time Out

Zipper - STS
After Time Out

Zipper - STS
After Time Out

Zipper - STS
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

12 Pop
After Time Out

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

4 Pop
After Time Out

4 Pop
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

41 - Boston
After Time Out

41 - Boston
After Time Out

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

pg. 386
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Denver Nuggets

45 Chase Cross
After Time Out

45 Chase Cross
After Time Out

45 Chase Cross
After Time Out

pg. 387
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

51 - Chase
After Time Out

51 - Chase
After Time Out

51 - Chase Back
Early Offense

51 - Chase Back
Early Offense
After Time Out

AI - Gap

AI - Gap

After Time Out

AI - Out

After Time Out

AI - Out

After Time Out

2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

AI 3 Down
Half Court Sets

AI Rip
Half Court Sets
Big Pushes - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Carolina - Leak
Baseline out of Bounds

1
5
2
4
3

1
5
2
4
3

1
2
4
3

Carolina - Leak
Baseline out of Bounds
After Time Out

Chin

Half Court Sets

Chin - Pin

Chin - Pin

2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

Chin - Spain
After Time Out

Chin - Spain
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

Circle - Knicks
After Time Out

Circle - Knicks
After Time Out

Circle - Knicks
After Time Out

pg. 399
COB - Loop
Baseline out of Bounds

COB - Loop
Baseline out of Bounds

COB - Loop
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

COB - Loop Elevator
Half Court Sets

COB - Loop Elevator
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Cross 5
Half Court Sets
After Time Out

Delay - Cross

Denver Nuggets

2019-20 NBA Playbook
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Delay - Curl - STS
After Time Out

Delay - Curl - STS
After Time Out

Delay - Curl - STS
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Delay - Weave - Exit
Half Court Sets

Delay - Weave - Exit
Half Court Sets

DHO - STS
After Time Out

DHO - STS
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Double
Baseline out of Bounds

Double - Twist
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

Double Fist - Pin
Half Court Sets

Down Roll
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Elbow Backdoor
Half Court Sets

After Time Out

Elbow Duck
After Time Out

Elbow Backdoor
Half Court Sets
Empty Get
Half Court Sets

EOG - Cross
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

EOG - Need 3
After Time Out

EOG - Need 3
After Time Out

EOG - Need 3
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

EOG - Punch - STS
After Time Out

EOG - Punch - STS
After Time Out

EOG - Punch - STS
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

EOG SOB Backdoor
End of Game

EOG SOB Backdoor
End of Game
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Euro - 3 Down
After Time Out

Euro - 3 Down
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

Euro - Knicks - Back
After Time Out

Euro - Knicks - Back
After Time Out

Euro - Knicks - Back
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

Euro - Knicks
Half Court Sets

Euro - Knicks
Half Court Sets

Euro - Lift
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Fist - Indiana
After Time Out
After Time Out

Fist Knicks

1 attacks off PNR from 4 who slips and pops to the top of the key.
1 passes to 4.

DHO for 2 who passes right back to 1.

5 steps up into a ballscreen for 1.
2 receives flare screen from 4 as a secondary option.
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Fist Up 2 - Knicks
After Time Out

Fist Up 2 - Knicks
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Flat
Baseline out of Bounds

Flat
Baseline out of Bounds

Flat
Baseline out of Bounds
Hand Off
Baseline out of Bounds

Hand Off - Keep
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Hand Off P&R Flare
Half Court Sets

Hand Off P&R Flare
Half Court Sets

Hand Off P&R Pin
Half Court Sets

Hand Off P&R Pin
Half Court Sets
1 dribbles up the wing. 3 sets a hawk screen for 2.

Hook - Thunder
After Time Out

Hook - Thunder
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Horns - Flare
After Time Out

Horns - Flex
After Time Out

Horns - Flex
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Horns - Ghost
Horns

Horns - Ghost
Horns
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out

Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out

Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Horns - Out - Punch - Elevator
After Time Out

Horns - Out - Punch - Elevator
After Time Out

Horns - Out - Punch - Elevator
After Time Out

pg. 444
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Denver Nuggets

Horns - Ram Elbow Get
Half Court Sets

Horns - Rip DHO
After Time Out

Horns - Rip DHO
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

Horns - Rub
After Time Out

Horns - Strong Hand Off
Half Court Sets
1 passes to 4 and cuts through and sets flex screen for 3.
4 looks to pass to 3 on the initial cut.

5 sets down screen for 1.
4 looks to pass to 1. Continuity Flex.
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Inverted Get
Half Court Sets

Peel 2-Man Sting
Half Court Sets

Peel 2-Man Sting
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Denver Nuggets

Push - STS
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Ram - 2 Chase
After Time Out

Ram - 2 Chase
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

SOB - Zipper - Get
Half Court Sets

SOB - Zipper - Get
Half Court Sets

SOB - Zipper Short
Half Court Sets

SOB - Zipper Short
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Thru - Cross
After Time Out

Thru - Cross
After Time Out

Thru - Cross
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Triple Punch
Half Court Sets

Triple Punch
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Denver Nuggets

Wedge - 2 Chase
After Time Out

Wedge - 2 Chase
After Time Out

Wedge - Lift - Get
Half Court Sets

Wedge - Lift - Get
Half Court Sets
"Cut" Action

NBA Concepts

1 - Roll
Half Court Sets

1 - Roll
Half Court Sets
14 Pop
Half Court Sets

4-5 Elbow Get
Half Court Sets

4-5 Elbow Get
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Detroit Pistons

4-5 Get
Half Court Sets

45 Ballscreen
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

45 Ballscreen Empty
Half Court Sets

BOB - Cross
Half Court Sets

BOB - Cross
Half Court Sets

pg. 477
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Detroit Pistons

BOB - Curl Lob
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Curl Lob
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

BOB - Double Low
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double Low
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double Low
Baseline out of Bounds
**BOB - Flex**
*Baseline out of Bounds*

5 screens up for 1 and opens up.
2 passes to 5 who reverses to 4.

**BOB - Flex**
*Baseline out of Bounds*

1 sets flex screen and receives down screen from 5.
4 chooses best option.

**BOB - Floppy**
*Baseline out of Bounds*

2 passes to 3 who cuts to 4.
4 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets down screen for 2.
1 passes to 2 and cuts off backscreen from 5.

5 continues and steps up into a ballscreen for 2 and rolls to the rim.
3 lifts to prevent help.
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay Hand Back Angle
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

Delay Keep Horns Flex
Half Court Sets

Delay Keep Horns Flex
Half Court Sets

Delay Keep Horns Flex
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Detroit Pistons

Elbow - Chicago Flare
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Chicago Flare
Half Court Sets

Elbow Strong
Half Court Sets

Elbow Strong
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Detroit Pistons

EOG - Get It In
End of Game

Euro Cross
Half Court Sets

Euro Cross
Half Court Sets
1 dribbles up the wing. 3 sets a hawk screen for 2.
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Detroit Pistons

Hook Knicks
Half Court Sets

Horns Flash
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

Horns Lift
Half Court Sets

Horns Lift
Half Court Sets

Horns Quick Get
Half Court Sets

Horns Quick Get
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

Inverted Get
Half Court Sets

Keep - Hammer
End of Game

Keep - Hammer
End of Game
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Detroit Pistons

Slice Leak
Half Court Sets

Slice Leak
Half Court Sets

Slice Leak
Half Court Sets

pg. 500
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Detroit Pistons

Slice Punch
Half Court Sets

Slice Punch
Half Court Sets

SOB - Elbow - Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Elbow - Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Detroit Pistons

SOB - Elbow Pin - Reject
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Zipper Fist
Sideline out of Bounds

pg. 502
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Detroit Pistons

UCLA - Euro
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Euro
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Euro
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Euro
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

Weave
Half Court Sets

Weave
Half Court Sets

Weave
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

Wedge - Punch
Half Court Sets

Wedge - Punch
Half Court Sets

Wedge - Roll
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Detroit Pistons

Wedge - Strong
After Time Out

Wedge - Strong
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

1 - Side
Half Court Sets

1-3 Get
Half Court Sets
21 Chase
Early Offense

1 passes to 2.
2 flips/hand offs back to 1.
1 attacks the rim.

21 Chase
Early Offense

4 sets flare screen for 2 then follows with a ballscreen for 1.

21 - Strong - Slip
Half Court Sets
Golden State Warriors

35 Empty (KD Punch Split)
Half Court Sets

35 Empty (KD Punch Split)
Half Court Sets

35 Empty (KD Punch Split)
Half Court Sets

35 Empty (KD Punch Split)
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

35 Empty (KD Punch)
Half Court Sets

35 Empty (KD Punch)
Half Court Sets

35 Empty (KD Punch)
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

35 Empty (KD Slip)
Half Court Sets

35 Empty (Steph)
Half Court Sets
4 Pop
Half Court Sets

1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets cross screen for 3.

4 Pop - Fist
Half Court Sets

1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets cross screen for 3.
1 sets down screen for 4, 5 dives through to short corner.

5 dives through. 1 sets down screen for 4.
2 passes to 4 for a shot.

2 passes to 4 who reverses to 1.
4 follows into a ballscreen for 1.
4 Pop - Fist - Backdoor
Half Court Sets

1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.

4 sets cross screen for 3.

1 sets down screen for 4, 5 dives through to short corner.

2 passes to 4 who reverses to 1.
4 follows into a ballscreen for 1.
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.

4 sets cross screen for 3.
4 & 5 set a double high flat ballscreen for 1.
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

5-Out
Half Court Sets

5-Out
Half Court Sets

52 High (ATO)
Half Court Sets

52 High (ATO)
Half Court Sets
Shaun Livingston at the 1.
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

BOB - Close
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - High Low
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - High Low
Baseline out of Bounds
Golden State Warriors

COB - Loop
Baseline out of Bounds

1 cuts off 4 & 5 to the rim.
2 cuts off 4 & 5 to the rim.

2 stops and cuts through elevator doors from 4 & 5.
3 passes to 2 for a shot.

Concept - Big Pushes
Half Court Sets

pg. 537
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Golden State Warriors

Concept - Early Chicago
Half Court Sets

Concept - Early Flare
Half Court Sets

Concept - Early Flare
Half Court Sets
Concept - Early Pin
Half Court Sets

Concept - Punch - Backdoor
Half Court Sets
Half Court Sets

Concept - Punch Split (Basic)

Concept - Punch Split (Curl)
Concept - Screen & Open
Half Court Sets

Concept - TD Cut
Half Court Sets

Concept - TD Cut
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Cross 1-2 P&R
Half Court Sets

Curl Read - Off Screen
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Golden State Warriors

Delay - Clear
Half Court Sets

Delay - Clear
Half Court Sets

Delay - Clear
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Delay - Clear
Half Court Sets

Delay - Clear
Half Court Sets

Delay - Clear
Half Court Sets

pg. 548
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Golden State Warriors

Delay - Flare - Slip
Half Court Sets

Delay - Miami
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Delay - Pin - Curl
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Curl
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Delay - Pin - Curl - Elevator (ATO)
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Curl - Elevator (ATO)
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Curl - Elevator (ATO)
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Delay - Pin - Curl - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Curl - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Curl - Hand Off
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Golden State Warriors

Delay - Pin - Reject
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Reject
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Slip
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Slip
Half Court Sets
Delay - Pin - Sprint - Punch (ATO)
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Sprint - Punch (ATO)
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Sprint - Punch (ATO)
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pin - Sprint - Punch (ATO)
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Delay - Point (2-Man Backdoor)
Half Court Sets

Delay - Point (2-Man Hand Off)
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Delay - Rip
Half Court Sets

Delay - Rip
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Golden State Warriors

Fade Read - Off Screen
Half Court Sets

1
2
3
4
5

x2

Fist - 52 (ATO)
After Time Out

1
2
3
4
5

Fist - 52 (ATO)
After Time Out

1
Floppy (DHO Entry)
Half Court Sets

Floppy (DHO Entry)
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Hand Off - Floppy
Half Court Sets

Hand Off - Floppy
Half Court Sets

Hand Off - Floppy
Half Court Sets
Hand Off Double Drag
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Head Tap
Half Court Sets

Head Tap
Half Court Sets

Head Tap
Half Court Sets

pg. 564
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

High Low
Baseline out of Bounds

Hit Screener - Off Screen
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Horns - Shocker (vs Hard Hedge)
Half Court Sets

Horns - Sprint
Half Court Sets

Horns - Sprint
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Punch - STS
After Time Out

Quick Backdoor
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Golden State Warriors

Quick Backdoor
After Time Out

Ram Get
Half Court Sets
Reject Read - Off Screen
Half Court Sets

Slip Screen - Off Screen
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

SOB - Backdoor End of Game

SOB - Backdoor End of Game
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

SOB - Chin - Get (ATO)
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chin - Get (ATO)
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chin - Get (ATO)
Sideline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Step - Lift Boston Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Throwback (ATO)
Half Court Sets

Thru - STS
Half Court Sets

Thru - STS
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Thru - STS - Option
Half Court Sets

Thru - STS - Option
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Golden State Warriors

Thumbs Up Half Court Sets

Thumbs Up Half Court Sets

Thumbs Up Half Court Sets
5 screens down for 4, 1 passes to 4 and clears to opposite corner.

4 dribbles at 3 and executes DHO with 3, 3 dribbles at 2 and executes DHO with 2, 5 steps up.

on DHO to 2, 5 steps up and sets a ballscreen for 2 and rolls to the rim. 4/3/1 space the floor. This set is run with Speights at the 5 (shooting big) that makes this even more effective.
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Wedge - 13 - Strong
Half Court Sets

Wedge - 13 - Strong
Half Court Sets

Wide Pin
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Zipper - Hook - 2 Man
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Hook - 2 Man
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Hook - 2 Man
Half Court Sets
Golden State Warriors

Zipper - Hook - Invert
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Hook - Invert
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Hook - Invert
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Golden State Warriors

Zipper - Loop
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Loop
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Loop
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Zipper - Loop - Gut - Punch
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Loop - Gut - Punch
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Loop - Gut - Punch
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Zipper - Loop - Runner
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Loop - Runner
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Loop - Runner
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Zipper - Pindown
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Punch
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Punch
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors
Zipper - Punch - Chicago
Half Court Sets
Zipper - Punch - Chicago
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Zipper - Punch - Thunder
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Punch - Thunder
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Punch - Thunder
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Golden State Warriors

Zipper Get
Half Court Sets

Zipper Pick & Roll
Half Court Sets

Zipper Pick & Roll
Half Court Sets
1-4 Pick & Roll
Houston Rockets

2 on The Ball

2 on The Ball
21 (Basic)
Half Court Sets

2 sets ballscreen for 1 who looks to attack.

4 sets flare screen for 2.

4 continues and sets a wing ballscreen for 1.

21 Chase
Half Court Sets

1 passes to 2.
2 flips/hand offs back to 1.
1 attacks the rim.

4 sets flare screen for 2 then follows with a ballscreen for 1.
21 (Keep)
Early Offense

1 passes to 2 and cuts to the corner.
5 follows into ballscreen for 2.

21 - Keep - Flare
Half Court Sets

pg. 604
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Houston Rockets

41 - Keep Flare
After Time Out

45 - Twist
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

BOB - Dummy
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Punch/ISO
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Punch/ISO
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Punch/ISO
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Delay - Backdoor
After Time Out

Delay - Backdoor
After Time Out

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Delay - Clear - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Clear - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Clear - Chicago
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Delay - Hand Back
Half Court Sets

Delay - Inverted Pick & Roll
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Delay - Keep - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Keep - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Keep - Chicago
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Delay - Pin
After Time Out

Delay - Pin
After Time Out
Delay - Top Backdoor
After Time Out

Delay - Top Chicago
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Delay - Turn - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Turn - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Turn - Fake - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Delay - Turn - Fake - Hand Off
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Delay - Turn - Leak - Weave
Half Court Sets

Delay - Turn - Leak - Weave
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Delay - Turn - Weave
Half Court Sets

Delay - Turn - Weave
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Delay - Weave - Hammer
Half Court Sets

Delay - Weave - Hammer
Half Court Sets

Delay - Weave - Hammer
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Delay - Weave Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Delay - Weave Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Delay - Weave Backdoor
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Delay - X  
Half Court Sets

Double Fist  
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Drag
Half Court Sets

Drag - Double
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Drag - Horns
Half Court Sets

Elbow
Half Court Sets

Elbow
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Guard/Guard Get
Half Court Sets

Horns - Flare - Chase
Horns

Horns - Flare - Chase
Horns
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Horns - Flare - Slip
Horns

Horns - Quick
After Time Out

Horns - Quick
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Horns - Thru
After Time Out

Horns - Thru
After Time Out

Horns - Thru
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

One Down
Half Court Sets

One Down - Backdoor
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

One Down - Roll
Half Court Sets

One Down - Roll
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

One Pop
Half Court Sets

One Pop
Half Court Sets

One Pop
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

One Pop - Rip
After Time Out

One Pop - Rip
After Time Out

One Pop - Rip
After Time Out
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets cross screen for 3 who cuts to opposite corner.

5 sets down screen for one who pops to top of the key. 2 passes to 1.
4/3/2 space the floor.

5 turns and sets ballscreen for 1 and rolls to the rim.
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Houston Rockets

One Pop - Wing ISO
Half Court Sets

Point
Half Court Sets
Point - Rip
Half Court Sets

Point 2
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Point 2 - Boston
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Boston Opposite
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Boston Opposite
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Point 2 - Boston Shake
After Time Out

Point 2 - Boston Shake
After Time Out

Point 2 - Chase
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Chase
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Point 2 - Flip Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Flip Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Flip Shake Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Flip Shake Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Point 2 - Get
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Get
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Horns Flare
After Time Out

Point 2 - Horns Flare
After Time Out
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Houston Rockets

Point 2 - Keep
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Keep
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Kickback
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Kickback
Half Court Sets
Point 2 - Rip
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Side Hand Off
Half Court Sets
Point 2 - Slip vs Drop
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Spain
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - Spain
Half Court Sets
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Point 2 - Up
After Time Out

Ram - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets

Ram - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Ram - Elbow ISO
Half Court Sets

Ram - Elbow ISO
Half Court Sets

Ram - Flip - Angle
Half Court Sets

Ram - Flip - Angle
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Ram - Horns
Half Court Sets

Ram - Keep - Miami
Half Court Sets
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Ram - Lift
Half Court Sets

Ram - Lift - Flare
Half Court Sets

Ram - Lift - Flare
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Ram - Twist
Half Court Sets

Rip
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Side
After Time Out

SOB - Chicago
Half Court Sets

SOB - Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Thru - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Thru - Chicago
Half Court Sets
Thru - Elbow Get
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Thru - Gut Chicago Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Thru - Gut Chicago Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Thru - Gut Chicago Backdoor
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Thru - Gut Miami
Half Court Sets

Thru - Gut Miami
Half Court Sets

Thru - Gut Miami
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Thru - Punch - Roll
After Time Out

Thru - Punch - Roll
After Time Out
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Houston Rockets

Thru - Rip Double
Half Court Sets

Thru - Rip Double
Half Court Sets

Thru - Rip Double
Half Court Sets

pg. 683
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Houston Rockets

Thru - Rip Leak Flare
Half Court Sets

Thru - Rip Leak Flare
Half Court Sets

Thru - Rip Leak Flare
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Houston Rockets

Thru - Rip Leak Weave
Half Court Sets

Thru - Rip Leak Weave
Half Court Sets

Thru - Rip Leak Weave
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Thru - Strong - Hand Off
After Time Out

Thru - Strong - Hand Off
After Time Out

Thru - Strong - Hand Off
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Thru - Strong Backdoor
After Time Out

Half Court Sets
Thru - Turn Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Houston Rockets

Thru - Wide - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Thru - Wing ISO
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Houston Rockets

Wedge
Half Court Sets

3
5

2
4
1

3
4
5
2
1
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Indiana Pacers

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets

21 - vs Switch
Half Court Sets

21 - vs Switch
Half Court Sets
After Time Out

21 Nash

Baseline out of Bounds

3 - Comeback

3 - Comeback

Baseline out of Bounds
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Indiana Pacers

3 - Rip
Baseline out of Bounds

3 - Weak
Baseline out of Bounds
Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 looking to catch and shoot.
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Indiana Pacers

Elbow Cross
After Time Out

Elbow Cross
After Time Out

Elbow Cross
After Time Out
Elbow Get
Half Court Sets

Elbow Get
Half Court Sets
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Indiana Pacers

Elbow STS
Half Court Sets

Elbow STS
Half Court Sets

Elbow STS
Half Court Sets
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Indiana Pacers

Fist Indiana
After Time Out

Flip Angle
Half Court Sets
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Indiana Pacers

Floppy Baseline out of Bounds

Floppy Baseline out of Bounds

Floppy Half Court Sets
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Indiana Pacers

Floppy Diamond
Half Court Sets

Floppy Exit
Half Court Sets

Floppy Exit
Half Court Sets
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Indiana Pacers

Horns - Elbow Get
Half Court Sets

Horns - Pin
Horns
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Indiana Pacers

Horns Dive
Half Court Sets

Horns LA
Half Court Sets

pg. 709
1 passes to 4 and cuts through the paint. 2 sets a screen for 1 and 4 DHO to 1, 1 attacks.

Set run for Kyrie Irving to attack.
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Indiana Pacers

Ricky
Baseline out of Bounds

SOB - Corner
Sideline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Indiana Pacers

Strong
Half Court Sets

Strong
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Indiana Pacers

Strong
Baseline out of Bounds

Strong
Baseline out of Bounds

Strong
Baseline out of Bounds

pg. 719
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Indiana Pacers

Strong - Boston - Flip - Step
Half Court Sets

Strong - Boston - Flip - Step
Half Court Sets

Strong - Boston - Flip - Step
Half Court Sets
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Indiana Pacers

Swing Flare
Half Court Sets

UCLA STS
Half Court Sets
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Indiana Pacers

Veer
After Time Out

Weak
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Clippers

21 - Chase - High Low Punch vs Switch
Half Court Sets

21 - Chase - High Low Punch vs Switch
Half Court Sets

21 - Chase - Punch vs Switch
Half Court Sets

21 - Chase - Punch vs Switch
Half Court Sets
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2. 3 comes off cross screen from 4.

Post up for Kevin Durant.
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.

4 passes to 3.

1 sets down screen for 4, 5 dives through to short corner.

2 passes to 4 who reverses to 1.

4 follows into a ballscreen for 1.
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Los Angeles Clippers

45 - Early Drive
Half Court Sets

AI - Knicks
Half Court Sets

AI - Knicks
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Al Step
Half Court Sets

Angle Cross
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Arrive Alone
Half Court Sets

ATO Pop
Half Court Sets

ATO Pop
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds
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Los Angeles Clippers

Delay - Kickback
Half Court Sets

Delay - Spread
Half Court Sets

Delay - Kickback
Half Court Sets

Delay - Spread
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Delay - Weave
Half Court Sets

Double
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Double
End of Game

Double - Baseline
Half Court Sets

Double - Baseline
Half Court Sets
Double - Empty
Half Court Sets

Double Drag
Half Court Sets
Double Drag - Pop Get
Half Court Sets

Double Drag - Punch vs Switch
Half Court Sets

Double Drag - Pop Get
Half Court Sets

Double Drag - Punch vs Switch
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Double Drag - Rescreen
Half Court Sets

Double Drag - Rescreen
Half Court Sets

Double Fist
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Clippers

Drag - Empty vs ICE
Half Court Sets

Drag vs ICE
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Early Seal
Half Court Sets

Elbow Get
Half Court Sets

Elbow Get
Half Court Sets
Elbow Get - Veer
Half Court Sets

Elbow Get - Veer
Half Court Sets

Elbow Get - Veer
Half Court Sets

pg. 747
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Los Angeles Clippers

Exit - Punch Kawhi
After Time Out

Flip - Snap Decoy
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Flip Angle
Half Court Sets

Flip Angle Nash
Half Court Sets

Flip Angle Nash
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Horns - Elbow Get
Half Court Sets

Horns - Flare
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Horns - Flash
Horns

Horns - Flip - Strong Boston
After Time Out

Horns - Flip - Strong Boston
After Time Out
Horns - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Horns - Nash
Half Court Sets

Horns - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Horns - Nash
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Loop Exit
Half Court Sets

Loop Exit
Half Court Sets

Loop Exit
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Pitch - Rip Pin
Half Court Sets

Pitch - Rip Pin
Half Court Sets

Pitch - Rip Pin
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Ram - Shake
Half Court Sets

Ram - Turn Pin
Half Court Sets
Rub - Get
Half Court Sets

Rub - Pop
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Clippers

Slice
Half Court Sets

Slice
Half Court Sets

SOB - Miami
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Miami
Sideline out of Bounds
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Los Angeles Clippers

SOB - Slice
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Slice
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Slice Option
Half Court Sets

SOB - Slice Option
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

SOB - Zipper Get Turn Pin
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Zipper Get Turn Pin
Sideline out of Bounds

Spain
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Clippers

Spain Empty
Half Court Sets

Spread
Half Court Sets
Swing Floppy
Half Court Sets

2
3

5

4

1

Swing Floppy
Half Court Sets

3

5

2

4

1

Los Angeles Clippers

2019-20 NBA Playbook
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Los Angeles Clippers

Weak - STS Chase
Half Court Sets

Weak - STS Chase
Half Court Sets

Weak - STS Chase
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Clippers

Wedge - Lift - Get
Half Court Sets

Wedge Lift Get
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Clippers

Zipper - Middle
After Time Out

Zipper Punch
Sideline out of Bounds

pg. 791
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Los Angeles Lakers

1-4 Ballscreen
Half Court Sets

1-5 LBJ
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Lakers

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets

21 - Dribble
Half Court Sets

pg. 793
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Los Angeles Lakers

21 - Keep
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Los Angeles Lakers

4 Pop
After Time Out

4 Pop
After Time Out

4 Pop
After Time Out

4 Pop
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Lakers

51 - Chase
After Time Out

51 - Chase
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Lakers

BOB - Rip Double
Half Court Sets

BOB - Triangle
Baseline out of Bounds
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Los Angeles Lakers

Carolina - Leak - Runner
Half Court Sets

COB - Spread
Sideline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Lakers

Delay - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Delay - Rip
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Lakers

Double Fist
Half Court Sets

Double Fist - Spain
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Los Angeles Lakers

Elbow - Pin - 5 (Fade Read)
Half Court Sets

1 screen down for 5 who flashes to the elbow.

Elbow - Pin - Reject
Half Court Sets

2 screens down for 5 who flashes to the elbow.

Elbow - Pin - Reject
Half Court Sets

1 screen down for 3.

3 rejects for a layup.
Elbow - Pin 5
After Time Out

Elbow - Pin 5
After Time Out

Elbow - Pin 5
After Time Out
Elbow - Rip DHO 5
After Time Out
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Los Angeles Lakers

Ghost - Pop vs Hedging
Half Court Sets

High Ballscreen
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Lakers

Horns - Pistol
Horns

After Time Out

Horns - Ram Pin

After Time Out
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Los Angeles Lakers

Horns - Strong Hand Off - 41
Half Court Sets

Horns - Strong Hand Off - 41
Half Court Sets

Horns - Strong Hand Off - 41
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Lakers

Horns - Strong Hand Off - Cross
Half Court Sets

Horns - Strong Hand Off - Cross
Half Court Sets

Horns - Strong Hand Off - Cross
Half Court Sets
Point 2
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - PG Go
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Lakers

SOB - Swing Hand Off
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Swing Hand Off
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Swing Punch
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Swing Punch
Sideline out of Bounds
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Los Angeles Lakers

SOB - Turn Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Turn Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Up
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Lakers

Spread - LBJ/AD
Half Court Sets

Strong
Half Court Sets
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Los Angeles Lakers

Strong - Lob
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Punch Strong
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Punch Strong
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Los Angeles Lakers

Weak - Punch
Half Court Sets

Wedge - Fist AD
Half Court Sets

pg. 828
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Los Angeles Lakers

Wide Pin
Half Court Sets

Wide Pin - Hook ISO
Half Court Sets

Wide Pin - Hook ISO
Half Court Sets
Small lineup, Lance at the 4.
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Los Angeles Lakers

Zipper - Rondo/AD Backdoor
After Time Out

Zone - BOB
Half Court Sets
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Memphis Grizzlies

Flex
Baseline out of Bounds

Floppy
Baseline out of Bounds
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Memphis Grizzlies

Quick Post Up
End of Game

Baseline out of Bounds

Strong

Baseline out of Bounds

Strong
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Miami Heat

“Elbow” Half Court Sets

1 Thru - Cross Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Miami Heat

12 Pop
Half Court Sets

21 - Back
Half Court Sets

21 - Back
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

21 - Nash
Half Court Sets

21 - Nash
Half Court Sets

21 - Nash Set
Half Court Sets

21 - Nash Set
Half Court Sets
1 kicks ahead to 2 and cuts off him.

2 flips it back to 1 who attacks the baseline. On weak side 3 sets flare screen for 4.

5 sets flare screen for 2 and then follows with a ballscreen for 1.
4-5 Get
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

41 - Keep
Half Court Sets

41 - Keep
Half Court Sets

41 - Keep
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

45 - Ballscreen
Sideline out of Bounds

45 - Ballscreen
Sideline out of Bounds

45 - Ballscreen
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

52 - Ballscreen
Sideline out of Bounds

52 - Ballscreen
Sideline out of Bounds
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Miami Heat

Al - Chase - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds

Al - Chase - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds

Al - Chase - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds
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Miami Heat

AI - Elbow - Rip - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

AI - Elbow - Rip - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

AI - Elbow Clear Rip
Half Court Sets

AI - Elbow Clear Rip
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

AI - Elbow Strong
Half Court Sets

AI - Elbow Strong
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

AI - Punch
Half Court Sets

AI - Punch
Half Court Sets

AI - Punch - Backdoor
Half Court Sets

AI - Punch - Backdoor
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

AI - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds

AI - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds

AI - Spain
Sideline out of Bounds
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Miami Heat

AI - Spain
Half Court Sets

AI - Spain
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

BOB - Punch
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Punch
Baseline out of Bounds
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Miami Heat

Chin - SOB
Sideline out of Bounds

Chin - SOB
Sideline out of Bounds

Chin - SOB
Sideline out of Bounds
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Miami Heat

Cross - Punch Rip - STS
After Time Out

Cross 5 - High Low
Half Court Sets

Cross 5 - High Low
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Chicago - Spain
Half Court Sets

Delay - Chicago - Spain
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Delay - Hand Back
Half Court Sets

Delay - Hand Back
Half Court Sets

Delay - Keep Seal
Half Court Sets

Delay - Keep Seal
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Delay - Pin
After Time Out

Delay - Pin
After Time Out

Delay - Pin
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Miami Heat

Delay - Rip Punch STS
Half Court Sets

Delay - Rip Punch STS
Half Court Sets

Delay - Rip Punch STS
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Dive - Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Dive - Get
Half Court Sets

Dive - Get
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Dive - Get Exit
Half Court Sets

Dive - Get Exit
Half Court Sets

Dive - Get Replace
Half Court Sets

Dive - Get Replace
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Dive - Get Short
Half Court Sets

Dive - Get Spain
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Dive - Get Veer
Half Court Sets

Dive - Get Veer
Half Court Sets

Dive - Ghost
Half Court Sets

Dive - Ghost
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Dive - Punch
Half Court Sets

Double Fist - Again
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Double Step - Shallow
Half Court Sets

Double Step - Shallow
Half Court Sets

Double Step - Triple Back
Half Court Sets

Double Step - Triple Back
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Elbow - Strong Half Court Sets

EOG - Ghost End of Game
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Miami Heat

EOG - Hammer
End of Game

EOG - Hammer
End of Game

EOG - ISO
End of Game

EOG - ISO
End of Game
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Miami Heat

EOG - Pin Seal
End of Game

EOG - Pin Seal
End of Game

EOG - Strong Guard
Guard
End of Game

EOG - Strong Guard
Guard
End of Game
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Miami Heat

Face - Double Fist
Half Court Sets

Face - Horns
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Fist - Indiana
After Time Out

Fist Indiana
After Time Out

Fist Indiana
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Miami Heat

Flips - ATO
Half Court Sets

Flips - ATO
Half Court Sets

Flips - ATO
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Floppy - Double Rip
Half Court Sets

Floppy - Double Rip
Half Court Sets

Ghost - Pop
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Hammer - Slip
Baseline out of Bounds

Hand Off
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Miami Heat

Hand Off - Keep
Baseline out of Bounds

Hand Off - Step Up
Baseline out of Bounds

Hand Off - Step Up
Baseline out of Bounds
1 passes to 4 at the elbow.

4 has option to hand off to 3, or look for backdoor.

1 & 5 stagger away.

4 has option to hand off to 3, or look for backdoor.

1 & 5 stagger away.
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Miami Heat

Horns - Pin
Half Court Sets

Horns - Pin
Half Court Sets

Horns - Pistol
Horns
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Miami Heat

Horns - Split
After Time Out

Horns - Split
After Time Out

Horns Baseline ISO
Half Court Sets

Horns Baseline ISO
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Inverted Pick & Roll
Half Court Sets

Loop
Sideline out of Bounds

Loop
Sideline out of Bounds
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Miami Heat

Miami
Half Court Sets

Miami - Double Drag Empty
After Time Out

Miami - Double Drag Empty
After Time Out
Option 1: Basket Curl
Baseline out of Bounds

Option 2: Reject Cut
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Miami Heat

Option 3: Guard Off After Curl/Reject
Baseline out of Bounds

Option 4: Guard Off Double
Baseline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Miami Heat

Option 5: 5 Pop
Baseline out of Bounds

Out
Half Court Sets

Out
Half Court Sets
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Miami Heat

Pin - Flip Step
Sideline out of Bounds

Pin - Flip Step
Sideline out of Bounds

Pin - Flip Step
Sideline out of Bounds
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Miami Heat

Point - Keep
Half Court Sets

Punch - Rip
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Quick
Baseline out of Bounds

Half Court Sets

Quick - Backdoor
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Miami Heat

Ram - 12
Half Court Sets

Ram - 12
Half Court Sets

Ram - 2 Chase
Half Court Sets

Ram - 2 Chase
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Ram - Clear Elbow
Half Court Sets

Ram - Clear Elbow
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Ram - Exit
Half Court Sets

Ram - Exit
Half Court Sets

Ram - Get
Half Court Sets

Ram - Get
Half Court Sets
Rip - Elevator
Baseline out of Bounds

Running Slips
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

SOB - AI
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - AI
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - AI
Sideline out of Bounds
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Miami Heat

SOB - Chicago
Half Court Sets

SOB - Chicago
Half Court Sets
5 screens for 1 and pops to the ball. 3 passes to 5.

1 sets backscreen for 3 and then comes off dribble hand off from 5.
4 screens for 2 on the weakside.
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Miami Heat

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets

SOB - Swing Hand Off
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Swing Hand Off
Sideline out of Bounds
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Miami Heat

Stack - Chase
Half Court Sets

Stack - Chase
Half Court Sets

Stack - Elbow
After Time Out

Stack - Elbow
After Time Out

pg. 924
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Miami Heat

STS
Sideline out of Bounds

Up - Get
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Wide - Keep Gap
After Time Out

Wide Pin
Half Court Sets

Wide - Keep Gap
After Time Out
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Miami Heat

Wide Pin
Half Court Sets

Wide Single
5 Out

Wide Single
5 Out
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Miami Heat

Zipper - Hook - 2 Man
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Hook - 2 Man
Half Court Sets
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Miami Heat

Zipper - Horns - Strong
After Time Out

Zipper - Horns - Strong
After Time Out

Zipper - Horns Flare
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Horns Flare
Half Court Sets
Zipper - Punch STS
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Punch STS
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Spain - Empty
After Time Out

Zipper - Spain - Empty
After Time Out
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Miami Heat

Zipper - Spain - Empty - Hammer
End of Game

Zipper - Spain - Empty - Hammer
End of Game
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Milwaukee Bucks

1 - Out
Baseline out of Bounds

14 - Speed
Half Court Sets

pg. 934
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Milwaukee Bucks

AI - Hammer 5
After Time Out

AI - Hammer 5
After Time Out
After Time Out
AI - Out

2019-20 NBA Playbook
Milwaukee Bucks
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Milwaukee Bucks

BOB - Triangle
Baseline out of Bounds

Chicago
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Chin Miami Spain
After Time Out

COB - Keep
Sideline out of Bounds
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Milwaukee Bucks

Cross - Single Decoy
Half Court Sets

Cross - Sting
Half Court Sets

Cross - Sting
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Dive - Double
After Time Out

Dive - Elbow Backdoor
After Time Out
After Time Out

Dive - Elbow Chicago

Dive - Elbow Cross

After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Dive - Elbow Pin
After Time Out

Dive - Elbow Pin
After Time Out

Dive - Elbow Pistol
After Time Out

Dive - Elbow Pistol
After Time Out

pg. 954
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Milwaukee Bucks

Dive - Elbow Punch 4
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Milwaukee Bucks

Dive - Elbow Quick
After Time Out

Dive - Elbow Quick
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Milwaukee Bucks

Dive - Elbow Quick Exit
After Time Out

Dive - Elbow Quick Exit
After Time Out

Dive - Elbow Quick Exit
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Milwaukee Bucks

Dive - Get Exit
After Time Out

Dive - Gut DHO
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Milwaukee Bucks

Double
After Time Out

Double
After Time Out
Early Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Cross - Flash
After Time Out

Elbow - Cross - Flash
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Elbow - Spin Lob
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Spin Lob
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Elbow - Thunder
Half Court Sets

EOG - Backdoor
End of Game
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Milwaukee Bucks

EOG - SOB
After Time Out

Exit - 4 Get
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Exit - Punch
After Time Out

Fist - 52 Pin
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Fist - Up 2
Half Court Sets

Fist - Up 2
Half Court Sets

Fist - Up 2
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Ghost - 45
Half Court Sets

Ghost - 45 - Exit
Half Court Sets

Ghost - 45 - Exit
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Hawk - 15 Get
Half Court Sets

Hook - ISO
Half Court Sets

pg. 979
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Milwaukee Bucks

Horns - Out Strong
After Time Out

Jump Ball Seal
Half Court Sets

pg. 984
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Milwaukee Bucks

Kansas Exit Punch
After Time Out

Kansas Exit Punch
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Keep
After Time Out

Keep
After Time Out

One
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

One Keep
Half Court Sets

Peel 2-Man Sting
Half Court Sets

Peel 2-Man Sting
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Pin - Cross
After Time Out

Punch - Keep Hammer
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Ram - 2 Chase
After Time Out

Ram - 2 Chase
After Time Out

Ram - Get Lift
After Time Out

Ram - Get Lift
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Ram - Shake Exit
After Time Out

Ram - Veer Exit 5
After Time Out

Ram - Shake Exit
After Time Out

Ram - Veer Exit 5
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Ray - 5
After Time Out

Rub - 3
Half Court Sets

pg. 991
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Milwaukee Bucks

Rub - 4
Half Court Sets

Rub - 41
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Single Down - 41 Rub
Half Court Sets

Single Down - 41 Rub
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Single Down Elbow Strong
Half Court Sets

Single Down Elbow Strong
Half Court Sets

Single Down Elbow Strong
Half Court Sets

Single Down Elbow Strong
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

SOB - 45
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - 45
Sideline out of Bounds
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Milwaukee Bucks

SOB - AI
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - AI
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - AI
Sideline out of Bounds
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Milwaukee Bucks

SOB - Al Rip
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Al Rip
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Al Rip
Sideline out of Bounds
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Milwaukee Bucks

SOB - First Cut
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Get
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Get
Sideline out of Bounds

pg. 1002
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Milwaukee Bucks

SOB - Hand Off - Cross Punch
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Hand Off - Cross Punch
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Hand Off - Cross Punch
Sideline out of Bounds
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Milwaukee Bucks

SOB - ISO
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - ISO
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - ISO
Sideline out of Bounds

pg. 1004
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Milwaukee Bucks

SOB - Loop Thunder
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Loop Thunder
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Loop Thunder
Sideline out of Bounds
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Milwaukee Bucks

SOB - Rub 41
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Rub 41
Sideline out of Bounds
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Milwaukee Bucks

Stack - Elbow Gut Chicago
After Time Out

Stack - Elbow Gut Chicago
After Time Out

Stack - Elbow LA
Half Court Sets

Stack - Elbow LA
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Strong
5 Out

Strong
5 Out

Strong - Boston
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Strong - Boston Exit
After Time Out

Strong - Boston Exit
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Strong - Elbow
5 Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Strong - Side Hand Off
After Time Out

STS
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Up - Shake
After Time Out

Veer
After Time Out
Wedge - Punch
After Time Out

Wedge - Ram Get
After Time Out

pg. 1021
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Milwaukee Bucks

Wedge - Ram Ghost
After Time Out

Wedge - Ram Veer
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Wedge - Roll
After Time Out

Wedge - Roll Twist
After Time Out
5 Out Wide - Curl

1→5→4

Wide - Curl 5 Out

1→5→4
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Wide - Curl - Chase
5 Out

Wide - Curl - Chase
5 Out

Wide - Curl - Chase
5 Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Wide - Curl - Exit
5 Out
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Wide - Curl - Rip DHO
5 Out

Wide - Curl - Rip DHO
5 Out

Wide - Curl - Rip DHO
5 Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Wide - Curl Spain
5 Out

Wide - Curl Spain
5 Out

Wide - Curl Spain
5 Out
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Wide - Hand Back Exit
Half Court Sets

Wide - Hand Back Exit
Half Court Sets
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Milwaukee Bucks

Wide - Keep Back
After Time Out

Wide - Keep Back
After Time Out

Wide - Keep Back
After Time Out
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Zipper - Al 3 Reverse
After Time Out

Zipper - Al 3 Reverse
After Time Out

Zipper - Al 3 Reverse
After Time Out
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Milwaukee Bucks

Zipper - Al Step
After Time Out

Zipper - Elbow Thunder
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Al Step
After Time Out

Zipper - Elbow Thunder
Half Court Sets
First Set
Half Court Sets

First Set
Half Court Sets

First Set
Half Court Sets
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Minnesota Timberwolves

STS Spain
Half Court Sets

STS Spain
Half Court Sets

STS Spain
Half Court Sets
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New Orleans Pelicans

2 For 1 Flip
Half Court Sets
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New Orleans Pelicans

21 - Thru - Chicago
After Time Out

21 - Thru - Chicago
After Time Out

21 - Thru - Chicago
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Delay - Flare To Punch
Half Court Sets

Delay - Flare To Punch
Half Court Sets

Delay - Flare To Punch
Half Court Sets
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New Orleans Pelicans

Delay - Hand Back - Piston 5 - Spread
After Time Out

Delay - Hand Back - Piston 5 - Spread
After Time Out

Delay - Hand Back - Piston 5 - Spread
After Time Out

Delay - Hand Back - Piston 5 - Spread
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Delay - Pin Curl - Floppy
After Time Out

Delay - Pin Curl - Floppy
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Delay - Pin Curl - Ricky
After Time Out

Delay - Pin Curl - Ricky
After Time Out
**2019-20 NBA Playbook**

**New Orleans Pelicans**

**Delay - Pin Curl - STS**
After Time Out

---

**Delay - Pin Curl - STS**
After Time Out

---

**Delay - Pin Curl - STS**
After Time Out

---

**Delay - Pin Curl - STS**
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Elbow - ISO
After Time Out

Elbow - ISO
After Time Out

Elbow - Pin Thunder
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Pin Thunder
Half Court Sets
Elbow - Thunder
After Time Out

Exchange - Punch
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Fist - Twist
After Time Out

Fist - Twist
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Floppy - Punch
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Horns - Chicago
After Time Out

Horns - Chicago
After Time Out

Horns - Chicago
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Horns - Chicago - Thunder
After Time Out

Horns - Chicago - Thunder
After Time Out

Horns - Chicago - Thunder
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Horns - Duck
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Horns - Ram Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Rip Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Rip Pin
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Horns - STS Get
After Time Out
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Miami - Flare
After Time Out
New Orleans Pelicans

Miami - Pin Hook - ISO
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Pistol - 5 - Keep Spain
After Time Out

Pistol - 5 - Keep Spain
After Time Out

Pistol - 5 - Keep Spread
After Time Out

Pistol - 5 - Keep Spread
After Time Out
Pistol - Strong
After Time Out

Slice - Punch
After Time Out

Slice - Punch
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

SOB - Late Double
Sideline out of Bounds

Spain
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Spread - Blade
After Time Out

Step - Slip Dive
Early Offense
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New Orleans Pelicans

Weak - Detroit
After Time Out

Zipper - Chase
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans

Zipper - Punch
After Time Out

Zipper - Punch
After Time Out
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New York Knicks

13 Runner
Half Court Sets

ATO Chicago
Half Court Sets

ATO Chicago
Half Court Sets
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New York Knicks

ATO Kansas
Half Court Sets

ATO Kansas
Half Court Sets
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New York Knicks

ATO Special
Half Court Sets

ATO Special
Half Court Sets
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New York Knicks

Delay - Floppy
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Cross Duck
Half Court Sets
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New York Knicks

Horns - Inverted Get
Half Court Sets

Horns - Inverted Get
Half Court Sets
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New York Knicks

Horns 35 Leak
Half Court Sets

Pin 2 Chase
Half Court Sets

Pin 2 Chase
Half Court Sets
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New York Knicks

Pistol - Pop - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

SOB Chicago
Half Court Sets
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New York Knicks

UCLA - Lift Euro
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Lift Euro
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Lift Euro
Half Court Sets

pg. 1098
1-2 Get
Half Court Sets

Pick & Roll set run with Russell Westbrook and Paul George
5 sets a downscreen for 3 (Kevin Durant) to set a ballscreen for 1 (Russell Westbrook). 3 slips to the wing, 1 passes to 3.
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Oklahoma City Thunder

1-4 Pop vs Switch
Half Court Sets
In early offense, 2 sets a ballscreen for 1, looking for a switch.

If Westbrook at 1 has the advantage, he looks to ISO against him.
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2. 3 comes off cross screen from 4. Post up for Kevin Durant.
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2. 4 sets cross screen for 3.

If x3 guarding 3, Durant, then Durant can use a down screen from 5.

Normally looking to get 2 coming off a double screen, typically in late clock situations. After 2 dives to the rim, 4 uses a screen from 5 to get a shot.
**Half Court Sets**

**4 Up**

Ballscreen set for Ibaka. 5 sets down screen for 4 and rotates to opposite short corner.

**4 Up Mix Knicks**

4 sets a high ballscreen and pops to the middle of the floor. 4 goes into a dribble hand off with 3.

3 quickly reverses to 1. On the reversal, 2 clears opposite. 5 steps up into side ballscreen and 1 attacks.
Double high ballscreen from 4 & 5 flat for 1 to attack.
5 sets a high ballscreen with his shoulders flat to half court, forcing x1 to make a decision on how to defend it.

After 1 attacks, 4 cuts outside and 2 (Roberson) cuts backdoor for a lob.
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Oklahoma City Thunder

5 Flat (Baseline Exit)
Half Court Sets

5 sets a high ballscreen with his shoulders flat to half court, forcing x1 to make a decision on how to defend it. 2 sets a baseline screen for 4 (Ibaka) to look to get a shot off.

5 Flat (Replace)
Half Court Sets

5 sets a high ballscreen with his shoulders flat to half court, forcing x1 to make a decision on how to defend it. 4 fills and replaces where 5 came from.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 looking to catch and shoot.

3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 looking to catch and shoot. 3 (Durant) fades the cut and looks to shoot when his defender goes under the screen.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 then sets a ballscreen for 1 and pops to the wing.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 looking for the ball.

4 & 5 set a stagger screen for 2.

4 & 5 continue to set another stagger screen for 3 to look for a shot.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 looking to sit in the post. 1 passes to 5.

4 sets flare for 1, 5 passes over the top.

3 comes through elevator doors for a shot. 1 passes to 3.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 looking to sit in the post. 1 passes to 5.

4 sets flare for 1, 5 passes over the top.

3 sets cross screen for 5 then comes off down screen from 4.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5. 2 clears opposite. 4 & 5 cut outside, clearing the lane.

Isolation for 1 (Westbrook) looking to attack when he has the advantage.

Kevin Durant at the 4. 2 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5.

4 cuts outside off 5, 1 passes to 5.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 into the post.

4 clears & 5 sets pindown screen for 3. 1 passes to 3.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5, 4 exits to the wing.

5 steps up for a ballscreen and rolls to the rim.
3 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5, 4 exits to the wing.

5 steps up for a ballscreen & 4 fills and replaces behind.
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Angle
Half Court Sets

Angle - Short
Half Court Sets
1 dribbles at 3 who slips the ballscreen, then comes off ballscreen from 5.

5 sets pindown for 3. 4 sets flare screen for 1. 3 passes to 1 for a shot.

5 screend 4 who cuts and receives a pass from 1.

4 fakes DHO to 1 and dribbles at 3. 3 sets his man up and cuts backdoor for a layup.
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BOB - Double
Half Court Sets

BOB - Elbow - ISO
Half Court Sets

BOB - Elbow - ISO
Half Court Sets
Kevin Durant at the 4. 3 sets cross screen for 4 and then comes off 2 & 5.
1 passes to 5 at the elbow. 4 flares 1. 3 screens for 2.

5 passes to 4 who passes to 1. 3 screens for 5.
1 passes to 5 at the elbow. 4 flares 1. 3 screens for 2.

5 passes to 4 who passes to 1. 3 screens for 5.

4 screens down for 3. 1 passes to 3.
1 passes to 5 at the elbow. 4 flares 1. 3 screens for 2.

5 passes to 4 who passes to 1. 3 screens for 5.
1 passes to 5 at the elbow. 4 flares 1. 3 screens for 2.

5 passes to 4 who reverses to 1.

Instead of 3 screening for 5, 3 sprints through elevator doors after faking the screen.
3 screens across for 5. 2 passes to 5. 5 takes a dribble hand off for 2.

4 sets pindown screen for 1 and then receives dribble hand off from 5. 5 rolls to the rim, 4 pops.
2 curls and rubs 5's defender and clears. 5 steps up for wing ballscreen for 3 and rolls to the rim. 4 lifts, taking his defender away.
Diamond Floppy action. Whichever side 3 cuts off of, 2 goes opposite.
Dive Double
Baseline out of Bounds

3 dives to the rim off 1, then 1 comes off double screen.

Dive Double (4-Man Option)
Baseline out of Bounds

3 dives to the rim off 1, then 1 comes off double screen curling to the rim. 4 cuts off 5 for a shot. Can be run in late clock situations.
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Double
After Time Out

1 2

3 4

5

2 screens for 5. 1 passes to 5.

Double
After Time Out

1 2

3 4

5

5 hands off to 1, then 4 & 5 set stagger screen for 3.

Double Drag Cross
Half Court Sets

1 2

3

5 4

4 & 5 set high double ballscreen for 1, 2 sets cross screen for 3. Post up for 3.
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Double Fist
After Time Out

1 comes off ballscreen for 4 who dribble hand offs to 3.

Dribble
After Time Out

3 comes off ballscreen from 5.
2 & 5 set down screen for Durant at the 3. 1 passes to 3 at the elbow.

Typical ISO for Durant, but after time out 4 sets flare screen for 1. 3 passes to 1.
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Elbow - Flash
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Flash
Half Court Sets

Elbow 3 ISO
Horns

Elbow 3 ISO
Horns
After Time Out

3 fakes pindown for 2 and sprints through elevator doors. 1 passes to 3 for a shot.
Sideline out of bounds, 2 fakes cross screen for 1 and sprints through elevator doors. 1 posts up.

Post up for 1, typically a quick attack after taking defense away.

Small lineup, Kevin Durant at the 4 spot.
4 screens back for 2. 1 screens down for 5.
5 sets pindown screen for 4. 4 cuts to the top of the key.
3 passes to 4 for a shot.
Small lineup, KD at the 4.

EOG (Double Throwback)
End of Game

Small Lineup, 4 guards & 5 Man. 1 zipper cuts off 1, then dribble off stagger ballscreen from 2 & 5.

EOG (Stagger BS)
End of Game

5 screens down for 4, and 4 screens back for 2.
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Oklahoma City Thunder

Euro Chicago
Half Court Sets

1  2  3  4  5

1  2  3  4  5

Euro Chicago
Half Court Sets

3  2  1

1  2  3  4

pg. 1144
1 dribbles off ballscreen from 5, 2 sets cross screen for 4.

2 then cuts off down screen from 5.

---

1 dribbles off ballscreen from 5, 2 sets cross screen for 4.

2 then cuts off down screen from 5.
Floppy action, both players look for quick shots off screens.

If covered, 5 flashes to the high post/elbow and hits 2 backdoor with a drop pass.
Floppy action, both players cut to the wing.

4 sets cross screen for 5.
Floppy action, both players cut to the wing.

4 sets cross screen for 5.

4 sets backscreen for 1 then turns and sets down screen for 3 to get a shot.
Fly, action, both players cut to the wing. 1 sets down screen for 5 and then comes off cross screen for 1. Post up for 1.

Fly, action, both players cut to the wing. UCLA cuts off 5, then sets cross screen for 4. 5 then sets down screen for 1.
3 cuts to the top. 2 passes to 3 and cuts opposite.

1 Iverson cuts off 4 & 5 looking to attack. 2 sets hammer screen for 5 (Collison).

1 cuts up, 3 cuts back and 2 steps in.

5 steps up for ballscreen, 1 intentionally rejects it. 3 sets hammer screen for 4 (Ibaka).
Hand Off
Sideline out of Bounds

1 passes to 5 and quickly hands the ball back to 1 for a quick attack. 2/3/4 space the floor.

HI - LO
Baseline out of Bounds

3 cuts to the sweet spot, 5 ducks his man in. 1 passes to 3 who hits 5 sealing his man.
1 passes to 5 and cuts off him. 2 clears.

4 sets pindown screen for 3, then comes off into a dribble hand off. 1 cuts backdoor.
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Horns - 35 - Ballscreen
Horns

Horns - Duck Leak
Half Court Sets

Horns - Duck Leak
Half Court Sets
Horns 54 Dive

Pick & Pop set for Ibaka in the middle of the floor.

Horns 54 Dive Lob

Pick & Pop decoy set, when defenders fall asleep on Roberson.
5 sets ballscreen for 1 and rolls to the rim. 3 lifts to pull his defender away.

5 sets ballscreen for 1, 2 fills short along the baseline. 3 holds his man higher, designed set for 5 on the roll/lob.
3 (Durant) sets ballscreen and then cuts off flare screen.
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Oklahoma City Thunder

Horns Nash
Horns

Horns Nash
Horns

pg. 1160
1 passes to 5 and cuts off 4 into the post.  
5 passes to 4 who reverses to 2.

1 cuts through elevator doors, 2 passes to 1.  
4 sets ballscreen and pops (54 Dive).
Horns Out Miami
Half Court Sets

Horns PNR (Chest Entry)

3 & 2 cut off 4 & 5 who then clear into Horns Pick and Roll.
1 dribbles off ballscreen from 3 who slips it.

1 turns and dribbles off ballscreen from 5, who then sets a pindown screen for 3. 1 passes to 3 for a shot.
5 screens down for 3. 1 passes to 3.

5 seals his man, 3 passes over the top for a shot.
**Oklahoma City Thunder**

**KD Pin**

Half Court Sets

5 sets pindown for 3 (Durant).

If no shot, ISO for Durant.

---

**KD Pin Get**

Half Court Sets

5 sets pindown for 3 (Durant).

5 sets ballscreen for 3 and rolls to the rim.
KD Pin Knicks
After Time Out

5 sets pindown for 3 (Durant).

3 passes back to 1 into a step up ballscreen for a quick attack.

KD Wide
Half Court Sets

5 sets wide pindown for 3 (Durant).
3 sets screen for 4 (Durant). 5 sets down screen for 2 who rejects it to opposite corner.

4 fakes hand off to 1 and then quickly attacks. 5 clears.

Billy Donovan uses 3 Down for their baseline out of bounds set with a cross screen and roll.
One Double Rip
Sideline out of Bounds

1 & 2 both cut up. 3 passes to 1.

1 flips back to 3 who reverses to 2. 1 cuts off double cross screen from 4 & 5. 2 passes to 1.

Post Up/ISO for 1.
Post up for 1 faking off the zipper cut.

2 passes to 5 who enters the ball to 1.

2 dives, 5 sets ballscreen out of the post for 1.
1 dribble hand off to 2. 2 dribbles up and reverses to 3. 1 cuts off cross screen from 4. 3 passes to 1.

Post up for 1.

1 dribble hand off to 2. 2 dribbles up and reverses to 3. 1 cuts off cross screen from 4. 3 passes to 1.

3 dives, 5 sets ballscreen out of the post for 1.
Simultaneous pindowns for 2 & 3.

If Westbrook has the advantage, he looks to go 1 on 1 typically with a slip screen from a big.
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Pin Step
Half Court Sets

5 sets pindown for 3. 1 passes to 3.

Pin Step
Half Court Sets

5 steps up into a ballscreen and rolls to the rim.

Pitch - Cut Angle
Half Court Sets

Pitch - Cut Angle
Half Court Sets
1 fakes the zipper screen, sets up screen for 5. 2 passes to 5.

Post up for 5.
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Ram - 12
Half Court Sets

Ram - 12
Half Court Sets

Ram - 13
Half Court Sets
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Ram - 14
Half Court Sets

Ram - 14
Half Court Sets

Ram - 2 Chase
Half Court Sets

Ram - 2 Chase
Half Court Sets
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Ram - 5
Half Court Sets

Ram - Exit
After Time Out

pg. 1177
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Ram - Replace
Half Court Sets

Ram - Slide
Half Court Sets
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Ram - Spain
Half Court Sets

Rav
Baseline out of Bounds

Triple screen for 3.
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Oklahoma City Thunder

Ricky - Need A 3
End of Game

Ricky - Need A 3
End of Game

Sideline out of Bounds
Rip DHO

Sideline out of Bounds
Rip DHO

2 passes to 5. 1 sets backscreen for 2.

5 dribble hand off to 1, 4 sets flare screen for 3.
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**Rip Twist**
Sideline out of Bounds

2 passes to 4 who reverses to 3. 1 sets cross screen for 5.

1 then turns and rescreens for 5. 3 passes to 5.

**Slice**
Half Court Sets

1 dribble hand off to 2. 2 passes to 5 who reverses to 3.

2 cuts off screen from 4, 4 comes off down screen from 5.
1 dribble hand off to 2. 2 passes to 5 who reverses to 3.

2 sees his man sagging off or going under the screen from 4 so he cuts off down screen from 5.

1 cuts off down screen from 3. (Durant at the 4)

4 fakes pindown screen for 3 and slips for a lob.
5 screens for 1 and cuts off down screen from 4. 2 passes to 4. 2 cuts off fake hand off from 5. 5 dribble hand off for 1.
Fake a spread ballscreen to pull x5 out, then quick reverse to 1 to attack.

5 sets ballscreen for 1 and rolls to the rim, 4 pops.
Stack (35)
Half Court Sets

5 sets ballscreen for 1 and rolls to the rim, 3 pops.

Stack (Inverted)
Half Court Sets

Stack ballscreen with 2 guards in the stack.
3 sets ballscreen and cuts to the rim.

5 sets ballscreen for 1, 3 sets cross screen for 4 and then comes off down screen from 3.
2 & 5 fake stack ballscreen and sets down screens for 3 & 4.

3 sets high ballscreen for 1, then clears.

5 sets rescreen for 3.
Stack Spain
Half Court Sets

Stack ballscreen with 3 setting backscreen for 5.

Stagger Curl Pin
Half Court Sets

2 cuts off 4 & 5 to set down screen for 3 (Durant).

Stagger Curl Pin
Half Court Sets

ISO for Durant, 2 cuts off 4 & 5 to take defense away.
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Strong - Decoy
Half Court Sets

Thunder - Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Thunder - Backdoor
Half Court Sets
5 fakes ballscreen and sets pindown screen for 3.

3 sets screen for 5 who sets ballscreen for 1.
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Zipper - Gut
After Time Out

Zipper - Gut
After Time Out

Zipper Cross Seal
After Time Out

Zipper Cross Seal
After Time Out
1 cuts off zipper screen staying tight and quickly attacks.

Zipper Miami
After Time Out

Zipper Miami
After Time Out
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(Elbow 3) Horns - Wing Duck
Horns

(Elbow 3) Horns - Wing Duck
Horns

(Elbow 3) Horns - Wing Duck
Horns
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21 Keep
Half Court Sets

3 Down - Brush Step
Half Court Sets

pg. 1200
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AI - Cross Punch Wiper
After Time Out

AI - Cross Punch Wiper
After Time Out

AI - Cross Split Chicago
After Time Out

AI - Cross Split Chicago
After Time Out
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Chin - Spain
Half Court Sets

Chin - Spain
Half Court Sets
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Orlando Magic

Cross 5
Half Court Sets

Cross 5
Half Court Sets

Cross 5
Half Court Sets
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Orlando Magic

Decoy Spread
Half Court Sets

Delay - Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Delay - Pin Reject
Half Court Sets

Delay - Spread
Half Court Sets

Delay - Spread
Half Court Sets
Diamond
Half Court Sets

Dive
Half Court Sets
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Double Fist
After Time Out

Double Fist - Pin
Half Court Sets

Double Fist - Pin
Half Court Sets
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Orlando Magic

EOG - Pin
End of Game

EOG - Pin
End of Game

EOG - Pin
End of Game
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Exit - Knicks
Half Court Sets

Exit - Knicks
Half Court Sets

Fist
Half Court Sets

Fist
Half Court Sets
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Floppy - Twist
Half Court Sets

Hawk - Strong
Half Court Sets
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Orlando Magic

Horns - Dive
Horns

Horns - First
Horns

Horns - First
Horns

pg. 1222
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Orlando Magic

Horns - Flex

Horns - Flex

Horns - High Low

Horns - High Low
After Time Out

Horns - Quick

Horns - Pop Backdoor

Horns
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Orlando Magic

Miami
Half Court Sets

Nash Shake
Half Court Sets

Nash Shake
Half Court Sets
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Ram - 2 Chase Back
After Time Out

Ram - 2 Chase Back
After Time Out

Ram - 2 Chase Back
After Time Out
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Orlando Magic

Ricky
End of Game

SOB - Al Fade
Sideline out of Bounds
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Orlando Magic

SOB - AI First
Sideline out of Bounds
5 screens for 1 and pops to the ball. 
3 passes to 5.

1 sets backscreen for 3 and then comes off dribble hand off from 5. 
4 screens for 2 on the weakside.
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Orlando Magic

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets
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SOB - STS - Option
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - STS - Option
Sideline out of Bounds
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Strong - Boston
Half Court Sets

Strong - Boston
Half Court Sets

Strong - Boston - Ricky
Half Court Sets

Strong - Boston - Ricky
Half Court Sets
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STS
Half Court Sets
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Orlando Magic

Throwback
After Time Out

Throwback
After Time Out

Throwback
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Orlando Magic

Thru - STS
Half Court Sets

Thru - STS
Half Court Sets
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Wide - Curl
5 Out

Wide - Curl
5 Out

Wide - Dribble
Half Court Sets

Wide - Dribble
Half Court Sets
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Wide Pin
Half Court Sets

2

5

1

3

4

2

3

4

5

1

5

2
Wide Pin
Half Court Sets
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Orlando Magic
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Orlando Magic

Wide Pin - Fan
Half Court Sets
1 - Out - Lob Counter
Baseline out of Bounds

12 Pop - Pistol
Half Court Sets

12 Pop - Pistol
Half Court Sets
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12 Pop - Pistol (Keep)
Half Court Sets

12 Pop - Pistol (Keep)
Half Court Sets

12 Pop - Pistol (Keep)
Half Court Sets
14 - Pop
After Time Out

AI
Half Court Sets

AI
Half Court Sets
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Carolina - Leak
Half Court Sets

Carolina - Leak - Hammer
Half Court Sets

Carolina - Leak - Hammer
Half Court Sets
3 passes to 4 who reverses to 1.
2 comes up to set backscreen for 4, but slips early and cuts over screen from 5.
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Cross
Half Court Sets

Cross
Half Court Sets

Cross
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Double Fist
After Time Out

Dribble Punch
Half Court Sets

Dribble Punch
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Ear Tug 35
Half Court Sets

Ear Tug 35
Half Court Sets

Early Hand Off
Half Court Sets
Early Hand Off - Invert
Half Court Sets

Early Hand Off - Swing Chicago
Half Court Sets

Early Hand Off - Swing Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Early Seal
Early Offense

Elbow - Angle
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Elbow - Flare Slip
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Flare Slip
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Elbow - Inverted Pin
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Inverted Pin
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Pin
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Pin
Half Court Sets
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Elbow Scissor
Half Court Sets

Elevator
After Time Out

pg. 1286
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EOG
Half Court Sets

EOG - Double Fist Pop
After Time Out

EOG - Double Fist Pop
After Time Out
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Exit - UCLA Duck
Half Court Sets

Exit - UCLA Duck
Half Court Sets

Exit - UCLA Duck
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Floppy - Curl Out
Baseline out of Bounds

Floppy - Gap ISO
After Time Out

Floppy - Gap ISO
After Time Out
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Philadelphia 76ers

Floppy - Middle Seal
Half Court Sets

Gut
After Time Out

Gut
After Time Out
Hammer
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Hammer Special
After Time Out

Hammer Special
After Time Out

Hammer Special
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Philadelphia 76ers

Hawk - 2 Chase
Half Court Sets

Hawk - 2 Chase
Half Court Sets

Hawk - Single
Half Court Sets

Hawk - Single
Half Court Sets
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Horns - 25 Clear
Horns

Horns - 25 Leak
Horns
Ben Simmons at the 4.
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Horns - Out - 2 Man
Horns

Horns - Out - 2 Man
Horns

Horns - Out - 2 Man
Horns
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Philadelphia 76ers

Horns - Out - Logo
Horns

Horns - Out - Logo
Horns
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Philadelphia 76ers

Horns - Out - One Down
Horns

Horns - Out - One Down
Horns

Horns - Out - One Down
Horns
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Philadelphia 76ers

Horns - Out - UCLA - Hammer

Horns

Horns - Out - UCLA - Hammer

Horns

Horns - Out - UCLA - Hammer

Horns
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Philadelphia 76ers

Horns - Quick - Rip Gut
Horns

Horns - Quick - Rip Gut
Horns

Horns - Quick - Rip Gut
Horns
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Philadelphia 76ers

Horns - Rip
Horns

Horns - RIP
Horns

Horns - Rip
Horns
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Philadelphia 76ers

Horns - Roll
Horns
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Philadelphia 76ers

Horns - Twirl Spain
Horns

Horns - Twirl Spain
Horns

Horns - Twirl Spain
Horns
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Lift - Option
Baseline out of Bounds

Lift - STS
Baseline out of Bounds

pg. 1323
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Oklahoma Half Court Sets

Pitch - Angle After Time Out

pg. 1325
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Push Elbow 2 Man
Half Court Sets

Push Elbow 2 Man
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

SOB - Seal
Half Court Sets

SOB - Strong
Half Court Sets

SOB - Strong
Half Court Sets
Swing Floppy Punch
Half Court Sets

Swing Floppy Punch
Half Court Sets

Swing Floppy Punch
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Weak - Elevator
Baseline out of Bounds

Wedge - Get Duck
After Time Out

Wedge - Get Duck
After Time Out
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Philadelphia 76ers

Zipper - Center X
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Center X
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Center X
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Zipper - Cross Seal
After Time Out

Zipper - Cross Seal
After Time Out

Zipper - Elbow
After Time Out

Zipper - Elbow
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Philadelphia 76ers

Zipper - Elbow - Flare
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Elbow - Flare
Half Court Sets
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Philadelphia 76ers

Zipper - Elbow - Thunder
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Elbow - Thunder
Half Court Sets
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Zipper - Elbow Chicago
After Time Out

Zipper - Elbow Chicago
After Time Out

Zipper - Elbow Chicago
After Time Out

pg. 1344
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Zipper - Gut
After Time Out

Zipper - Gut
After Time Out

Zipper - Gut Seal
After Time Out

Zipper - Gut Seal
After Time Out
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Zipper Get
Half Court Sets
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets cross screen for 3.

5 dives through, 1 sets down screen for 4.
2 passes to 4 for a shot.
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Phoenix Suns

4 Pop - Special
Half Court Sets

4 Pop - Special
Half Court Sets
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Phoenix Suns

5 Pop
Half Court Sets

5 Pop
Half Court Sets

5 Pop
Half Court Sets
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Phoenix Suns

AI - Out Shake
Half Court Sets

1

2

3

4

5

AI - Out Shake
Half Court Sets

1

1

AI - Out Shake
Half Court Sets

2

3

4

5

pg. 1353
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AI - Side
Half Court Sets

BOB - Crack Indounber
Baseline out of Bounds
COB - Rip
Baseline out of Bounds

DHO - STS
After Time Out

DHO - STS
After Time Out
Double Drag - Empty
Half Court Sets

Dribble Punch
Half Court Sets

Dribble Punch
Half Court Sets
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Phoenix Suns

Elbow - Angle
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Chicago
After Time Out

Elbow - Chicago
After Time Out
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Phoenix Suns

Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets
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Phoenix Suns

Elbow - Rip
After Time Out

Elbow - Rip
After Time Out
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Phoenix Suns

Elbow - Thunder
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Thunder
Half Court Sets

Elbow Middle Seal
Half Court Sets

Elbow Middle Seal
Half Court Sets
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Elbow Scissor
Half Court Sets

Fist
Half Court Sets
Floppy - 4
Half Court Sets

Floppy - 4
Half Court Sets
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Floppy - Cross
After Time Out

Floppy - Cross
After Time Out

Floppy - Cross
After Time Out
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Phoenix Suns

Flow - 4/5 Get
Half Court Sets

Flow - 4/5 Get
Half Court Sets

Flow - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Flow - Chicago
Half Court Sets
The goal of this play is to create initial action and could be a read if the defender in the corner tends to fall asleep. On scouting reports if you notice a defender falls into a lull - put him in that corner for the face cut.
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Horns - Flare
Horns

Diagram of a basketball play with players numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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Phoenix Suns

Horns - Flip - Flare
Half Court Sets

Horns - Flip - Flare
Half Court Sets

Horns - Flip - Flare
Half Court Sets
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Phoenix Suns

Horns - Out Chase
Half Court Sets

Horns - Out Chase
Half Court Sets
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Phoenix Suns

Horns - Out Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Phoenix Suns

Horns - Pistol Spain

1 2 3 4 5
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Horns - Pop Floppu
After Time Out

Horns - Pop Floppu
After Time Out

Horns - Pop Floppu
After Time Out
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Phoenix Suns

Horns - Quick Rip Spread
Horns

Horns - Quick Rip Spread
Horns

Horns - Rub
Half Court Sets

Horns - Rub
Half Court Sets
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Phoenix Suns

Ram - 5 Pop
After Time Out

SOB - First Cut
Sideline out of Bounds
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Phoenix Suns

SOB - Hand Back
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Hand Back
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Punch STS
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Punch STS
Sideline out of Bounds
5 screens for 1 and pops to the ball. 3 passes to 5.

1 sets backscreen for 3 and then comes off dribble hand off from 5. 4 screens for 2 on the weakside.

End of Game

SOB - Wall Triple (vs Switching)
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Up - Elbow Hand Off
After Time Out

Up - Elbow Hand Off
After Time Out

Up - Elbow Hand Off
After Time Out
Zipper - Dive Chase
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Get
Half Court Sets
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Zipper - Miami
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Miami
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

1-4 Ballscreen
Half Court Sets

2 sets ballscreen for 1 who looks to attack.

4 sets flare screen for 2.

4 continues and sets a wing ballscreen for 1.
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21 - Chase
Half Court Sets

3 Fist
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

BOB - High Low
Baseline out of Bounds

C - Back
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

C - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets

C - Elbow Chicago
Half Court Sets

C - Flip Get
Half Court Sets

C - Flip Get
Half Court Sets
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C - Slice - Elbow - Hand Off
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

C - Slice - Elbow - Keep
Half Court Sets

C - Slice - Elbow - Keep
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

Delay - Flare - Slip
Half Court Sets

Delay - Hand Back
Half Court Sets

Delay - Hand Back
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

Delay - Kansas - Ricky
After Time Out

Delay - Kansas - Ricky
After Time Out

Delay - Pairs
Half Court Sets

Delay - Pairs
Half Court Sets
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Delay - Pin - Curl
Half Court Sets

Delay - Rip
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

Delay - Turn - Chicago
Half Court Sets

Delay - Turn - Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

Delay - Weave
Sideline out of Bounds

Delay - Weave
Sideline out of Bounds
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Portland Trailblazers

Floppy
Half Court Sets

Hand Back
Sideline out of Bounds

Hand Back
Sideline out of Bounds
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Hand Off Delay - STS
Half Court Sets

Hand Off Runner
Half Court Sets
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Horns - Hand Off
Horns

Horns - Hand Off
Horns
Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out

Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out

Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out
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Portland Trailblazers

Late Clock
Sideline out of Bounds

Miami
Half Court Sets

Late Clock
Sideline out of Bounds
Portland Trailblazers

Half Court Sets

Pin 2 Chase Back

Half Court Sets

Pin 2 Chase Back

Half Court Sets
Quick Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Ram
Half Court Sets

Ram
Half Court Sets
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Portland Trailblazers

Ram - Spread
Half Court Sets

Ram Point Keep
Half Court Sets
Rams - Horns Half Court Sets

Rip Sideline out of Bounds

pg. 1437
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Portland Trailblazers

Rip - Lift
After Time Out

Rip - Lift
After Time Out
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SOB - Delay
Sideline out of Bounds
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Portland Trailblazers

SOB - Flare - Slip
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Flare Slip
After Time Out

SOB - Flare Slip
After Time Out
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SOB - Turn Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Turn Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds
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Portland Trailblazers

SOB - Zipper Get
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Zipper Get
Sideline out of Bounds
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Spread
Baseline out of Bounds

Spread
Baseline out of Bounds

Spread
Baseline out of Bounds
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Triangle
Baseline out of Bounds
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UCLA - Get - Euro
Half Court Sets

Up - Get
Half Court Sets
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Wide Single
5 Out

Wide Single
5 Out
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Zipper - Punch
Sideline out of Bounds

Zipper - Punch
Sideline out of Bounds

Zipper - Punch
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Punch
Half Court Sets
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Zipper - Rip
Sideline out of Bounds

Zipper Pick & Roll
Half Court Sets

Zipper Pick & Roll
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

1-4 Get Empty
Half Court Sets

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets
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45 Ballscreen
Half Court Sets

AI - Hammer
After Time Out

AI - Hammer
After Time Out
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Sacramento Kings

AI - Shake
After Time Out

AI Hammer
After Time Out
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Sacramento Kings

Angle
Half Court Sets

Angle - Hammer
After Time Out
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Sacramento Kings

BOB - STS
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Weak
Baseline out of Bounds
Sacramento Kings

Chin - Elbow Dive Punch
Half Court Sets

Chin - Elbow Dive Punch
Half Court Sets

Chin - Elbow Dive Punch
Half Court Sets

Chin - Elbow Dive Punch
Half Court Sets
Chin - Elbow Dive Punch
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

Chin - Elbow Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Chin - Elbow Hand Off
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

Chin - Elbow Hand Off
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

Chin - Elbow Side Get
Half Court Sets

Chin - Elbow Side Get
Half Court Sets
Chin - Elbow Side Get
Half Court Sets

Chin - First Rip
Half Court Sets
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Chin - Top Chicago
Half Court Sets

Chin - Top Chicago
Half Court Sets

Chin - Top Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

Chin - Top Chicago Split
Half Court Sets

Chin - Top Chicago Split
Half Court Sets

Chin - Top Chicago Split
Half Court Sets

Chin - Top Chicago Split
Half Court Sets
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Hammer
After Time Out

Horns - Dive
Horns
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Sacramento Kings

Horns - Elbow ISO
Horns

Horns - Elbow ISO
Horns

Horns - Flex
Horns

Horns - Flex
Horns
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Sacramento Kings

Horns - Flip
Horns

Horns - Flip
Horns

Horns - Flip
Horns
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Sacramento Kings

Single Down
Half Court Sets

Single Down
Half Court Sets

Single Down
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

SOB - 3
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - 3
Sideline out of Bounds
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Sacramento Kings

SOB - Al Chase
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Al Chase
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Al Chase
Sideline out of Bounds
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Sacramento Kings

SOB - Al Shake
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Al Shake
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Al Shake
Sideline out of Bounds
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Sacramento Kings

SOB - Triple
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Zipper Chase
Sideline out of Bounds
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Sacramento Kings

Spain
Half Court Sets

Spain - Leak
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

Strong
Half Court Sets

Strong - Boston
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

Strong - Boston - Angle
Half Court Sets

Strong - Boston - Spain
Half Court Sets
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Sacramento Kings

Zipper Spain
Half Court Sets

Zipper Spain
Half Court Sets
1 passes to 2 on the wing.
1 UCLA cuts off 4.

2 dribbles off PNR from 4.
2 passes to 3.

4 & 2 stagger away for 1.
3 passes to 1.

2 clears, 4 steps up for a ballscreen for 1.
1 passes to 5.
2 cuts off screen from 4.

5 screens for 1 who sets ballscreen for 3.
4 & 5 set double screen for 2.
3 passes to 2.
1 passes to 4.  
3 cuts off flex screen from 5.

4 takes reverse to 2, and then hands off to 1.  
4 comes off double cross screen from 3 & 5.  
1 passes to 2 who enters the ball to 4 for a quick score or in the post.
21 (Basic) Half Court Sets

2 sets ballscreen for 1 who looks to attack.

4 sets flare screen for 2.

4 continues and sets a wing ballscreen for 1.
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21 - Euro
Half Court Sets

---

21 - Euro
Half Court Sets

---

21 - Euro
Half Court Sets
1 curls the zipper cut to the corner.
2 comes off pindown from 5 looking for a quick shot.

3 & 4 set a "V" screen just like the Hawks motion offense looking for the point guard coming off the screen.

1 catches it and attacks, 5 sets a flare screen for 2 looking for a shot
1 passes to 5 who exits to the wing.

5 passes back to 3 and cuts off backscreen from 4.
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AI STS
Half Court Sets

AI Thumbs
Half Court Sets
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Baseline Double
Baseline out of Bounds

Baseline Snap
Half Court Sets

Baseline Snap
Half Court Sets
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Carolina - Punch
Half Court Sets

Carolina - Punch
Half Court Sets

Carolina - Punch
Half Court Sets

Carolina - Punch
Half Court Sets
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Cross 5
Half Court Sets

Cross 5
Half Court Sets

Cross 5
Half Court Sets
1 (Patty Mills) passes to 2 on the wing and clears through down the lane to set a cross screen for 3.

Instead of screening, 1 pauses for a second to hold the defense and sprints up through 4/5 Elevator Doors. 2 passes to 1.
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Dive Double
Baseline out of Bounds

Double
Baseline out of Bounds

Double
Baseline out of Bounds
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Double Drag
Early Offense

Double Rip
Half Court Sets
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Double Rip (Reverse)
Half Court Sets

Drag
Early Offense
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Dribble Punch
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Strong - Chase
Half Court Sets

Dribble Punch
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Strong - Chase
Half Court Sets
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Elbow Flash Get
After Time Out

Elbow Quick
Half Court Sets
1 passes to 3 and cuts through. 5 cuts off screen from 4. 3 dribbles to top of the key.

1 sets a cross screen for 2 who cuts off it and sprints through elevator doors.
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EOG 3
End of Game

EOG 3
End of Game

EOG Flare
End of Game

EOG Flare
End of Game
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EOG Flare Switch
End of Game

EOG SLOB
End of Game

Kawhi at the 4
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San Antonio Spurs

EOG SLOB
End of Game

EOG SLOB
End of Game

EOG SLOB
End of Game
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Exchange
Horns

Exit - Punch
After Time Out

pg. 1533
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Exit Ram Cyclone
Half Court Sets

Exit Ram Cyclone
Half Court Sets

Fist Up - 2
Half Court Sets
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Floppy Ballscreen
After Time Out

Floppy Ballscreen
After Time Out

Floppy Double Rip
Half Court Sets
Floppy Punch

Half Court Sets

1. 3 passes to 1 who dribble hand offs back to 3.
2. 5 sets hammer screen for 4.

Give Back Hammer

Half Court Sets

3 passes to 3 who dribble hand offs back to 3.
5 sets hammer screen for 4.
Hammer Counter
Half Court Sets

Give Back Hammer Counter
Half Court Sets

Hand Off Fist
Half Court Sets

3 passed 1 who dribble hand offs back to 3. 5 sets hammer screen for 4.

At the same time, 2 sets flare screen for 1 and pops to the wing. 3 passes to 2.
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Hawk - Double
Half Court Sets

2 comes off hawk screen from 4.

Hawk - Double
Half Court Sets

4 sets ballscreen for 1.
2 comes off double screen on the weakside.
1 dribbles up the wing. 3 sets a hawk screen for 2.

4 receives a screen from 5 to pop for 3.
1 passes to 4 and cuts through and sets flex screen for 3.

4 looks to pass to 3 on the initial cut.

5 sets down screen for 1.

4 looks to pass to 1. Continuity Flex.
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Horns Flex Elevator
Half Court Sets

Horns Flex Elevator
Half Court Sets

Horns Flex Elevator
Half Court Sets
Inbounder Backdoor
Sideline out of Bounds

Inbounder Backdoor
Sideline out of Bounds
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Loop Flare
After Time Out

2 zipper cuts off 4.
1 passes to 2 and cuts off loop screen.

Loop Flare
After Time Out

4 sets flare screen for 2.
1 dribbles to attack and passes to 2 on flare screen.

Miami
Half Court Sets
1 passes to 4 who reverses to 3.
5 cuts to opposite side.

1 & 4 set double screen for 2.
3 passes to 2.
If nothing there, this flows into their "Elbow Series"
Motion Weak Backdoor
Half Court Sets

1 passes to 3 and cuts through to opposite wing. 3 passes to 5. 2 stops in the middle of the key and 1 stops before he gets to the wing.

Motion Weak Double
Half Court Sets

1 fakes the cut to the wing and then cuts off double screen from 2 & 4. 3 cuts across. 5 passes to 1.
Motion Weak Option
Half Court Sets

1 passes to 3 and cuts through to opposite wing. 
3 passes to 5 who reverses to 1. 
2 cuts down in the lane and sets cross screen for 4.

Motion Weak Option
Half Court Sets

4 fakes cutting off screen from 2 and then sprints up to the top of the key. 2 turns and screens for 4 and 5 screens down for 4.

Need a 3
End of Game
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Punch - Rip
After Time Out

Punch - Rip
After Time Out

Punch - Rip
After Time Out
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Punch HI-LO
Sideline out of Bounds

Push Hammer
Half Court Sets

pg. 1555
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San Antonio Spurs

Ram Elbow X
After Time Out

Ram Elbow X
After Time Out
Half Court Sets Option 1

1 executes a DHO with 4 (Duncan), 5 sets a backscreen for 3 (Kawhi Leanord). 4 lob to 3.

Half Court Sets Option 2 (Backdoor)

4 reverses tp 5 who looks to pass to 2. If 2 is overplayed he sets him up for a backdoor layup.

Half Court Sets Option 3 (Shuffle for Duncan)

1 executes a DHO with 4 (Duncan), 5 sets a backscreen for 3 (Kawhi Leanord).

Half Court Sets Option 3 (Shuffle for Duncan)

4 reverses to 5 who swing to 2. 3 sets a shuffle screen for 4 for a layup.
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SOB - Cross Elevator Backdoor
Half Court Sets

SOB - Cross Elevator Backdoor
Half Court Sets
5 screens for 2.
3 screens for 5 who flashes to the ball.
1 passes to 5.

1 cuts off 5 for a dribble hand off, 5 can fake it and dribble at 2.
2 has two options, he can read the defense and go backdoor.

2 can also come off dribble hand off from 5.
5 rolls to the rim, 2 attacks or shoots off the dribble.
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San Antonio Spurs

SOB Double Rip
Sideline out of Bounds

Special
After Time Out

Special
After Time Out
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Triangle
Baseline out of Bounds

Triangle - Double
Baseline out of Bounds
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San Antonio Spurs

Weak - UCLA - Punch
Half Court Sets

Weak - UCLA - Punch
Half Court Sets

Weak - UCLA - Punch
Half Court Sets
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Weak Double
Baseline out of Bounds

Wedge - Punch
Half Court Sets

Wedge - Punch
Half Court Sets
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Wing Drag
Early Offense

Wing Drag (vs ICE)
Early Offense
Small Ball, Tim Duncan at the 5.

X STS
Half Court Sets
Set 1: 3 executes a Zipper Cut and 1 passes to 3. 4 flashes to elbow.

1 runs off an Iverson cut off 4/2 screens. 2 then leaks out and sprints to the wing through 4/5 Elevator Doors. 3 passes to 2.
1 walks his man up the lane like he typically does on the Zipper cut, 4 pops to the wing, 3 passes to 4.

1 sets his man up and cuts backdoor for a layup. 5 sets flare screen for 2 to keep weakside occupied/give hammer option if D helps.
1 (Patty Mills) passes to 3 after zipper cut.

1 cuts through to the opposite wing off triple screen, 2 exits to the wing. 3 passes to 2.

2 enters the ball into the post, 5 sets hammer screen for 1. 4 passes to 1 for a shot.
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Zipper Punch
Half Court Sets

Zipper Thunder
Half Court Sets

Zipper Thunder
Half Court Sets
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13 - Pop
Half Court Sets

14 - Ballscreen
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

14 - Pop
Half Court Sets

14 - Pop
Half Court Sets

14 - Pop Empty
Half Court Sets

14 - Pop Empty
Half Court Sets
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**21 - Basic**
Half Court Sets

2 sets ballscreen for 1 who looks to attack.

4 sets flare screen for 2.

4 continues and sets a wing ballscreen for 1.

**21 - Chase**
Half Court Sets

pg. 1586
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Toronto Raptors

21 Chase
Half Court Sets

1 passes to 2.
2 flips/hand offs back to 1.
1 attacks the rim.

1 passes to 2 and cuts to the corner.
5 follows into ballscreen for 2.

4 sets flare screen for 2 then follows with a ballscreen for 1.
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41
Half Court Sets

41
Half Court Sets

41 - Hammer
Half Court Sets
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41 - Keep - 5 ISO
Half Court Sets

41 - Keep - 5 ISO
Half Court Sets

41 - Keep - 5 ISO
Half Court Sets

pg. 1591
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60 Double
Half Court Sets

60 Double
Half Court Sets

60 Double
Half Court Sets
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AI - Horns
Half Court Sets

AI - Horns
Half Court Sets

AI - Horns
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

AI - Knicks
Half Court Sets

AI - Knicks
Half Court Sets

AI - Knicks
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

AI - Knicks Empty
Half Court Sets

AI - Knicks Empty
Half Court Sets

AI - Knicks Empty
Half Court Sets
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AI - Spread Exit
Half Court Sets

AI - Spread Exit
Half Court Sets
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AI - Step
Half Court Sets

AI - Step
Half Court Sets

AI - Step
Half Court Sets
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Al Chicago Pin
Half Court Sets

BOB - 3 - Comeback
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Double
Baseline out of Bounds

pg. 1604
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BOB - ISO
End of Game

[Diagram of basketball court with player numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on the court]

BOB - ISO
End of Game

[Diagram of basketball court with player numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on the court]
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BOB - Spain
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Spain
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Spain
Baseline out of Bounds
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Center - X
After Time Out

Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

Chin Keep Strong
Half Court Sets

1 3 4 5

2 1 4

3 2 5
Clear Flare
After Time Out

Cut
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

Clear Flare
After Time Out
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Delay - Rip
Half Court Sets

Delay - Rip
Half Court Sets
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Double Fist - Boston
Half Court Sets

Double Fist - Boston
Half Court Sets

Double Fist - Boston
Half Court Sets
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Elbow - 3
After Time Out

Elbow - 3
After Time Out

Elbow - 3 - Flare Slip
After Time Out

Elbow - 3 - Flare Slip
After Time Out
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Elbow - 5
After Time Out

Elbow - 5
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
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Elbow - 5 Scissor
After Time Out

Elbow - 5 Scissor
After Time Out

Elbow - 5 Scissor
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Toronto Raptors

Elbow - Rip Open
After Time Out

Elbow - Rip Open
After Time Out

Elbow - Rip Open
After Time Out
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End of Game - Get It In
End of Game

EOG Diamond
Sideline out of Bounds

EOG Diamond
Sideline out of Bounds
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Toronto Raptors

Euro Strong
Half Court Sets

Euro Strong
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

Euro Strong - Blind Pig
Half Court Sets

Euro Strong - Blind Pig
Half Court Sets

pg. 1625
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Fist Up - Short - Hand Off  
Half Court Sets

Fist Up Short  
After Time Out
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Hand Off - Spain
Half Court Sets

Hand Off - Spain
Half Court Sets
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Hook - Elbow - Knicks
Half Court Sets

Hook - Elbow - Knicks
Half Court Sets

Hook - Elbow - Knicks
Half Court Sets
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Hook - Strong Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Hook - Strong Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Hook Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Hook Hand Off
Half Court Sets
Horns - 14 Flare
Half Court Sets

Horns - Dive
Horns

Horns - Dive
Horns
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Horns - Flex Chicago
Horns

Horns - Flex Chicago
Horns

Horns - Rub
Half Court Sets

Horns - Rub
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

Horns - Thru Rip DHO

Horns

Inverted Ballscreen
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

Pistol Hammer
After Time Out

Pistol Hammer
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook
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Pitch Knicks Back
Half Court Sets

Pitch Knicks Back
Half Court Sets
Scissor
After Time Out

Slice Punch
After Time Out

Scissor
After Time Out

Slice Punch
After Time Out
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SOB - 45
Half Court Sets

SOB - 45
Half Court Sets
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SOB - Spain - Shallow
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Spain - Shallow
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Spain - Shallow
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Spread
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Spread
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Spread
Sideline out of Bounds
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Toronto Raptors

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets
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SOB - Zipper Pin
Sideline out of Bounds

Spain - Ballscreen
Half Court Sets
Spain - Empty
Half Court Sets

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

1 1 1
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Spread - No Tag
Half Court Sets

No Tag - Roll Man

Stagger Back
Half Court Sets

Stagger Back
Half Court Sets
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Toronto Raptors

Strong - Boston - Keep
After Time Out

Strong - Boston - Keep
After Time Out

Strong - Boston - Keep
After Time Out
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Strong - Punch
Half Court Sets

Throwback
Half Court Sets
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Weak - Punch
Half Court Sets

Weak - Punch
Half Court Sets

Weak - Punch - Strong
Half Court Sets

Weak - Punch - Strong
Half Court Sets
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Weak - Thru - Punch
Half Court Sets

Weak - Thru - Punch
Half Court Sets
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Weak Punch 3
Half Court Sets

Weak Punch 3
Half Court Sets
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Wedge - Roll
After Time Out

Wide Pin
Half Court Sets
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Winner
End of Game

Winner
End of Game

Zipper - 2-1 Pick & Roll
Half Court Sets

Zipper - 2-1 Pick & Roll
Half Court Sets
Set 1: 3 executes a Zipper Cut and 1 passes to 3. 4 flashes to elbow.

1 runs off an Iverson cut off 4/2 screens. 2 then leaks out and sprints to the wing through 4/5 Elevator Doors. 3 passes to 2.
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1-2 Leak Backdoor
Half Court Sets

1-3 Get
Half Court Sets
12 Pop - Pistol
Half Court Sets

21 - Chase
Half Court Sets
Utah Jazz

Half Court Sets

45

Exit

Half Court Sets

45 Exit
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Al - Chase
Sideline out of Bounds

Al - Chase
Sideline out of Bounds

Al - Chase
Sideline out of Bounds
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AI - Spread
Sideline out of Bounds

AI - Spread
Sideline out of Bounds

AI - Spread
Sideline out of Bounds
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AI 3 Down Roll
Half Court Sets

AI Elbow Rip DHO
Half Court Sets
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AI Elevator
Half Court Sets

AI Houston
Half Court Sets
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Backdoor
After Time Out

Backdoor
After Time Out

Backdoor
After Time Out
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Baseline Exit
After Time Out

Baseline Exit
After Time Out

BOB - Lob
Baseline out of Bounds
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BOB - Slip
Baseline out of Bounds

Celtics
Baseline out of Bounds

Celtics
Baseline out of Bounds
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Chicago
Baseline out of Bounds

Chicago
Baseline out of Bounds

Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds
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Chin - Spain
After Time Out

Clear - 51 Fist
Horns

pg. 1688
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Clear - Pin
Horns

COB Late Clock
Half Court Sets
Cross Step Chicago
After Time Out

Cross Step Chicago
After Time Out

Cross Step Chicago
After Time Out
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Utah Jazz

Delay - Flare Dive
After Time Out

Delay 2 Man
Half Court Sets

Delay 2 Man
Half Court Sets
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Dive - Get
Half Court Sets

Dive - Spain
Horns
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Double Fist
After Time Out
Overplayed Option

Double into PNR
Baseline out of Bounds

Double into PNR
Baseline out of Bounds
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Drag Pin
Half Court Sets
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EOG - Zipper ISO
Half Court Sets

EOG BLOB
End of Game

Shot off DHO
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Utah Jazz

EOG DHO
End of Game

EOG SLOB
End of Game
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EOG SLOB
End of Game

EOG SLOB
End of Game

EOG SLOB
End of Game
2019-20 NBA Playbook
Utah Jazz

EOG SLOB
End of Game

EOG SLOB
End of Game
Gordan Hayward at the 4, small lineup.
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Utah Jazz

EOG SLOB
End of Game
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EOG SLOB
End of Game

Gordon Hayward ISO
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Utah Jazz

First - Rip Horns

Flare Horns
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Flare Slip
Sideline out of Bounds

Flare Slip
Sideline out of Bounds
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Utah Jazz

Flex - Chicago - Flare
Horns

Flex - Chicago - Flare
Horns

Flex - Chicago - Flare
Horns

Flex - Chicago - Flare
Horns
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Gap ISO
After Time Out

Gap ISO
After Time Out

Gut
Horns

Gut
Horns
Gut
Baseline out of Bounds

Gut
Baseline out of Bounds

Gut
Baseline out of Bounds

Gut
Baseline out of Bounds
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Gut - Pin Horns

Gut - Pin Horns
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Utah Jazz

Gut - Spain
Horns

Gut - Spain
Horns
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Utah Jazz

Hand Back - Pin
Sideline out of Bounds

Hand Back - Pin
Sideline out of Bounds

Hand Back - Pin
Sideline out of Bounds
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Utah Jazz

Hand Back - Rip
Sideline out of Bounds

Hand Back - Rip
Sideline out of Bounds

Hand Back - Rip
Sideline out of Bounds

Hand Back - Rip
Sideline out of Bounds
Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Horns
Horns
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Utah Jazz

Horns - 35 Flare Slip
After Time Out

Horns - 35 Flare Slip
After Time Out

Horns - 45
Half Court Sets
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Utah Jazz

Horns - Flare - Slip

Horns

Horns - Flare Slip

Half Court Sets
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Horns - Flip - Twist
Horns

Horns - Flip - Twist
Horns

Horns - Flip - Twist
Horns

pg. 1743
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Utah Jazz

Horns - Ghost
Horns

Horns - Ghost
Horns

Horns - Hand Off
Horns

Horns - Hand Off
Horns
Utah Jazz

Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out

Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out

Horns - Hand Off/Option
After Time Out
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Horns - Out - Miami
Horns

Horns - Out - Miami
Horns
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Horns - Out - Pindown
Horns

Horns - Out - Pindown
Horns

Horns - Out - Pindown
Horns

pg. 1749
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Horns - Out - Punch
Horns

Horns - Out - Punch
Horns
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Horns - Twist Veer
Horns - Twist Veer

Half Court Sets

Horns 25
Horns
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Utah Jazz

Horns Boston Chicago Flare
Half Court Sets

Horns Boston Chicago Flare
Half Court Sets

Horns Boston Chicago Flare
Half Court Sets
1 passes to 5 at the elbow, 4 dives low.

4 screens down for 3 to come off for dribble hand off from 5. Set for Gordon Hayward to look for a shot or drive off hand off.
1 passes to 3 at the elbow and cuts through.
4 fakes down screen for 2 and cuts off cross screen from 3.
At the same time, 2 comes off hand off from 5, looking for 4 in the post.

5 then sets down screen for 3.
1 passes to 4 at the elbow and cuts around 5, setting flex screen for 2.

4 hands off to 1 who looks to attack.
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Knicks
After Time Out

Knicks
After Time Out

Knicks
After Time Out
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Utah Jazz

LA Horns

2
5

LA Horns

2
1

5
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LA - Spain Horns

LA - Spain Horns

LA - Spain Horns
Utah Jazz

Leak - Down - Roll

Horns

2019-20 NBA Playbook
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Lob
Baseline out of Bounds
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Utah Jazz

Loop - Spain
Horns

Loop - Spain
Horns

Loop - Spain
Horns
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Loop - Spain - Elevator
Horns

Horns - Spain - Elevator
Loop

Horns - Spain - Elevator
Loop

Horns - Spain - Elevator
Loop
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Utah Jazz

Miami
Half Court Sets

Mid Post Hand-Off
Half Court Sets

Mid Post Hand-Off
Half Court Sets
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Utah Jazz

Middle Pin
Baseline out of Bounds

1

5

2 3 4

Middle Pin
Baseline out of Bounds

1

3

5

2

4
Utah Jazz

Motion - UCLA Punch
Half Court Sets

Motion - UCLA Punch
Half Court Sets

Motion - UCLA Punch
Half Court Sets
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Oklahoma
Half Court Sets

Out
Baseline out of Bounds

Baseline out of Bounds

Out
Baseline out of Bounds
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Out - Boston Horns

Out - Boston Horns

Out - Boston Horns
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Out - Miami - Cross
Horns

Out - Miami - Cross
Horns

Out - Miami - Gap
Horns

Out - Miami - Gap
Horns
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Out - Miami - Spain
Horns

Out - Miami - Spain
Horns
Utah Jazz

Out - Weave
Horns

Out - Weave
Horns

Out - Weave
Horns

Out - Weave
Horns
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Out - Weave
Horns
Utah Jazz

Punch - Wiper
Sideline out of Bounds
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Punch 1
Half Court Sets

2
5
3
1
4

Punch 1
Half Court Sets

2
5
3
1
4

Punch 1
Half Court Sets

2
5
3
1
4

pg. 1803
1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2 and 2 enters the ball into the post.

5 fakes flare screen for 2 and sets screen for him to cut off the post for a shot.

1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2 and 2 enters the ball into the post.

5 fakes flare screen for 2 and sets screen for him to cut off the post for a shot.
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Quad - Flare
Half Court Sets

Quad - Get Replace
Half Court Sets
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Quad - Pin
Half Court Sets

Quad - Pin
Half Court Sets

Quad - Pin
Half Court Sets
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Quad - Spain
Half Court Sets

Quick Lob
After Time Out

pg. 1813
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Ram - Keep
Half Court Sets

Ram - Veer
Half Court Sets
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Reverse Hand Off
After Time Out

Reverse Hand Off
After Time Out
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Shake Set
Half Court Sets

Shake Set
Half Court Sets

Shake Set
After Time Out

Shake Set
After Time Out
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Snap - ISO
Half Court Sets

Snap - ISO
Half Court Sets
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SOB - Chicago Slip
Half Court Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOB - Chicago Slip
Half Court Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Utah Jazz

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets

SOB - STS
Half Court Sets
Spain - Ram Entry
After Time Out

Spread
Sideline out of Bounds

Spread
Sideline out of Bounds
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Utah Jazz

Stack - Pistol 5
Half Court Sets

Strong Boston Flip Ricky
Half Court Sets

pg. 1831
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TD Horns

Thru - Fake Rip
After Time Out

Thru - Fake Rip
After Time Out
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UCLA - Away
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Away
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Sprint
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Sprint
Half Court Sets
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UCLA - STS - Empty
Half Court Sets

UCLA - STS - Empty
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Stunt
Half Court Sets

UCLA - Stunt
Half Court Sets
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Up
After Time Out

Wedge Knicks
Half Court Sets

Wedge Knicks
Half Court Sets
3 sets screen for 5 who sets ballscreen for 1.
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Zipper Hammer
Half Court Sets

Zipper Miami Keep Hammer
After Time Out

Zipper Miami Keep Hammer
After Time Out
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Washington Wizards

2 High Empty
After Time Out

Half Court Sets

21 - Keep
Half Court Sets

pg. 1846
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21 Knicks
Half Court Sets

21 Knicks
Half Court Sets

21 Knicks
Half Court Sets
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21 Nash
After Time Out

21 Nash
After Time Out

BOB - Rip Double
Half Court Sets
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BOB - STS
Half Court Sets

Chicago
After Time Out

pg. 1850
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Washington Wizards

Cross - Knicks
Half Court Sets

Cross - Knicks
Half Court Sets

Cross - Knicks
Half Court Sets
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Washington Wizards

Curl Step Roll
After Time Out

Delay Backdoor
Half Court Sets

Delay Backdoor
Half Court Sets
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Delay Side Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Delay Side Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Delay Side Hand Off
Half Court Sets
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Double Drag - Again
Half Court Sets

Elbow Strong Hand Off
After Time Out
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Washington Wizards

Floppy
Half Court Sets
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Floppy
Half Court Sets

Floppy - Double Curl Invert
Half Court Sets

Floppy - Double Curl Invert
Half Court Sets
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Hawk - Cross
Half Court Sets

Hawk - Cross
Half Court Sets

Hawk - Cross
Half Court Sets
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Horns - Flare

Horns - Flex
Half Court Sets
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Washington Wizards

Horns - Strong

Horns

Horns

Nash

Horns

Nash

Horns

Horns
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Oklahoma Half Court Sets

After Time Out
Oklahoma - Away

Oklahoma Half Court Sets

After Time Out
Oklahoma - Away
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Oklahoma Empty - vs Top Lock
Half Court Sets

Oklahoma Empty - vs Top Lock
Half Court Sets

One
Half Court Sets
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Out
Half Court Sets

Point
Early Offense
Point (Single)
Half Court Sets

Point Miami
Half Court Sets
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Washington Wizards

Punch
After Time Out

Punch
After Time Out

Punch 1
Half Court Sets

Punch 1
Half Court Sets
Short Get
Half Court Sets

Side - Empty
Half Court Sets
Side Hand Off  
After Time Out

Side Hand Off  
After Time Out

Side Hand Off  
After Time Out
Washington Wizards
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Up - Back
After Time Out

Up - Back
After Time Out